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Introduction
The theory of strong interactions, the Quantum ChromoDynamics (QCD),
predicts a phase transition at high temperature between hadronic matter,
where quarks and gluons are confined inside hadrons, and a deconfined state
of matter, the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP).
The QGP formation can be reproduced in the laboratory thanks to ultra-
relativistic heavy-ion collisions. A new energy frontier was opened in Novem-
ber 2010, with the first Pb-Pb collisions at a centre-of-mass energy for pairs
of interacting nucleons of
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) at CERN.
The LHC experiment designed to study Pb-Pb collisions is the ALICE
experiment. Its main difference with respect to the other LHC experiment is
its excellent Particle IDentification (PID) capability. Thanks to it, ALICE is
able to investigate the formation and the properties of the QGP through a
large variety of signatures.
One of these signatures is the transverse momentum spectrum of identified
pions, kaons and protons that provides information on two evolution stages of
the QGP: the chemical and kinetical freeze-out. It is in these two stages that
the particle ratios and their kinematical properties are respectively fixed.
To have a useful reference for the understanding of heavy-ion data the
ALICE experiment studies identified particle spectra not only in Pb-Pb colli-
sions but also in pp interactions. The study of pp collisions is also important
for the tuning and the optimization of the Monte Carlo generators that are
commonly used for the description of particle production in high energy col-
lisions.
One of the main detector involved in this analysis is Time of Flight (TOF)
detector, since it is able to identify primary particles in the transverse mo-
mentum interval 0.5 < pt < 4.0 GeV/c, where most of them are produced.
In this thesis, the analysis I performed to reconstruct the primary trans-
verse momentum spectra for pions, kaons and protons with the TOF detector
in pp Minimum Bias collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV will be reported. In detail,
this thesis is organized as follows.
1
2 Introduction
In the first chapter a brief description of the main stages of the QGP for-
mation and evolution in the heavy-ion collisions will be reported, in addition
to the first ALICE results obtained with the study of Pb-Pb collisions at a
centre-of-mass energy for pairs of interacting nucleons of
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV
at the LHC.
In the second chapter, after an introduction about the LHC, some details
on the ALICE experiment will be given, putting emphasis on the Time Of
Flight (TOF) detector, as this is the detector that is mainly used in the
analysis reported in this thesis.
In the third chapter details on the event simulation and reconstruction
procedures will be given. In addition, due to their importance in the TOF
PID performance, the TOF calibration and alignment procedures will be
described.
In the fourth chapter details about the two main factors that define the
TOF PID performance, other than the time resolution of the TOF detector,
will be reported. These are the TOF matching efficiency and the determina-
tion of the absolute time of the collision (“time zero”).
In the fifth chapter, after a description of the general TOF PID perfor-
mance, details will be given concerning the PID unfolding procedure that
was used to reconstruct the identified transverse momentum spectra with
the TOF detector. A comparison with a more “traditional” PID approach,
the so-called 3σ cut, will be also reported.
Finally, in the last chapter, all the efficiency corrections that have to be
applied to the TOF raw spectra will be described, together with an estimate
of the systematic uncertainties. In addition, the K/pi and p/pi ratios obtained
from the TOF spectra will be reported and compared to the Monte-Carlo
predictions from different event generators and to the particle ratios obtained
in pp collisions at
√
s = 0.9 TeV.
In ALICE, the identified transverse momentum spectra analysis is based
not only on TOF, but makes also use of other PID detectors and techniques
that are complementary to TOF in terms of momentum coverage, allowing to
extend the particle identification on a wider pt range. A comparison between
all the results obtained with these independent analyses will be provided,
showing, in particular, the excellent agreement between the TOF spectra
and those from the others ALICE PID detectors.
Chapter 1
Ultrarelativistic heavy-ion
collisions: the QGP
The theory of strong interaction, the quantum chromodynamics (QCD), pre-
dicts a phase transition at high temperature and/or energy density between
hadronic matter, where quarks and gluons are confined inside hadrons and a
deconfined state of matter, the so-called quark-gluon plasma (QGP). A new
frontier in the study of QCD matter opened with the first Pb-Pb collisions
in November 2010 at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. These col-
lisions are expected to generate matter at unprecedented temperatures and
energy densities in the laboratory. The main LHC experiment devoted to the
study of the QGP is the ALICE experiment which, with its great Particle
IDentification (PID) capability, can probe the QGP formation. In this chap-
ter a brief description of the main stages of the QGP formation and evolution
in the heavy-ion collisions will be reported. In addition the first ALICE re-
sults obtained with the study of Pb-Pb collisions at a centre-of-mass energy
for pairs of interacting nucleons of
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV at the LHC will be
reported.
1.1 Introduction
The Standard Model predicts a phase transition when a certain energy den-
sity, namely the critical energy, is reached and, as a consequence, a symmetry
is broken. Within this framework, the QCD predicts a phase transition be-
tween hadronic matter (where quarks and gluons are confined inside hadrons)
and the QGP if the energy density is larger than εc ∼ 1 GeV/c and the tem-
perature is higher than Tc ∼ 170 MeV. Since it is really short-lived, the QGP
can not be studied directly and it is necessary to develop theoretical models
3
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that predicts the properties of the final state of the interaction that prove the
QGP formation, namely the QGP signatures. Many theoretical models have
been developed and tuned on the results of the first heavy-ion experiments.
The LHC experiments will provide the necessary information to select the
model which better describes the interaction and the QGP evolution, since
they have different prediction at the LHC energies. The main LHC experi-
ment designed to analyze Pb-Pb collisions is the ALICE experiment. To be
sure that the physical observables detected in Pb-Pb collisions are due to the
QGP formation, the same analyses have to be done in collision systems in
which the QGP can not be produced, and the results have to be compared.
For this reason the ALICE experiment studies also pp interactions.
1.2 Heavy-ion collisions: general definitions
Since at ultra-relativistic energies the de Broglie wavelength (λ = h/p =
h/(mvγ)) of the nucleus is smaller than its dimensions, the nuclear collisions
can be considered as a combination of interactions between nucleons. More-
over, since the interaction range between nucleons is 1-2 fm, smaller than
the radius of the nucleus, the simplified model in Fig. 1.1 can be assumed to
define some general parameters of the nuclear collisions.
Due to the fact that nuclei are extended objects, in nucleus-nucleus (A-
A) collisions the impact parameter b, that is the distance between the center
of the two interacting nuclei in the transverse plane respect to the beam
direction, can be defined. The A-A collisions are generally classified by the
centrality, that is related to the impact parameter b. A collision is central if
b is about zero, while is peripheral if bmax ∼ R2 + R2, that is the maximum
value that b can assume to have an interaction between nucleus 1 and nucleus
2, being R1 and R2 their radii. Obviously, more central the collision is, higher
is the energy density, higher is the probability to produce the conditions for
the QGP formation and lower is the number of nucleons that don’t take part
to the interaction (named spectators).
Finally, the motion of the particles is described in terms of the rapidity:
y =
1
2
ln
E + pL
E − pL , (1.1)
where E is the energy and pL the longitudinal momentum. In the ultra-
relativistic limit the rapidity can be approximated by the pseudorapidity
η =
1
2
ln
p+ pL
p− pL = − ln[tan(θ/2)] , (1.2)
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Figure 1.1: A collision between two heavy nuclei in the spectator-participant
model. a) The two Lorentz contracted nuclei before the collision. The cen-
trality is determined by the impact parameter b. b) After the collision a
participant region with high temperature and density is created (fireball)
while the spectators continue their motion in the beam direction.
where θ is the angle between the momentum of the particle and the beam
axis. We notice that the particles produced with high transverse momentum
(pt), that are the particles produced with hard scattering, have |η| ∼ 0.
1.3 Heavy-ion collisions: time evolution
In Fig. 1.2 a schematic view of the time evolution of A-A collisions is shown.
After the interaction, a thermalized phase takes place, with the formation of
the QGP. Than the fireball expands, giving rise to the hadronization process
that ends with the freeze-out. A brief description of these phases will be given
in the next sections.
Before the QGP formation
Before the formation of the QGP, heavy quarks and jets that are particles
with heavy mass or high transverse momentum (pt ≫ 1 GeV/c) are pro-
duced1, in addition to direct photons radiated by the means in which many
1If the collision energy is high enough (like at RHIC2 and at LHC3) heavy quarks and
jets can also be produced in the subsequent phases of the interaction.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic view of the time evolution of A-A collisions.
charges (quark/antiquark) are present. These photons can be real or virtual.
In the last case they can be detected through their decay in dileptons, i.e.
two leptons of opposite charge. Since direct photons are generated in the
first stage of the interaction, they can be used to reconstruct the momentum
distribution of the quarks from which they were produced even if to decouple
them from the other photons and leptons produced in the later stages of the
collision may be quite difficult.
Thermalization, expansion and hadronization
In heavy-ion interactions, the particles produced in the primary collisions
continue to mutually interact, giving rise to a region of high matter and en-
ergy density at the thermal equilibrium from which the QGP can be produced
in less than 0.1-0.3 fm/c (thermalization).
Thanks to inelastic scattering, the relative abundance of gluons, up, down
and strange quarks changes. We have to take into account also of the strange
quark since at the QGP formation energy, due to the chyral symmetry
restoration, its mass is the running mass (ms ∼ 150MeV/c2) and not the
constituent one (ms ∼ 450MeV/c2). This means that in heavy-ion collisions
the production of the s quark and, as a consequence, of the strange hadrons
should increase with respect to the pp collisions.
At this stage, due to the internal pressure, the termalized system expands
and the energy density decreases. When it reaches again the critical density
εc ∼ 1GeV/fm3, the hadronization phase starts and the formation of the
first bound states begins. In this phase, while the temperature has a small
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variation (it is still∼ Tc), the energy density quickly decreases and the volume
of the fireball increases.
Chemical and kinetical freeze-out
The relative abundance of hadron species can change until the hadron gas is
able to interact inelastically. When the collisions have a too small energy to
be inelastic, the abundance are fixed and the chemical freeze-out is reached.
As a consequence, the ratios between particle species (e.g. K/pi and p/pi) can
provide information on the system at the chemical freeze-out.
At this time elastic interactions are still present and continue to modify
the kinetic properties of the hadrons. When the distances between hadrons
are larger than the range of the interaction, also elastic collisions stop and
the kinetical freeze-out is reached. Now, also the kinematical distribution of
the hadrons are fixed hence from the hadron momentum spectra, information
on the kinetic freeze-out temperature can be obtained.
1.4 QGP signatures: ALICE results
Since the QGP can not be studied directly, the theoretical models have to
predict which properties of the final state of the interactions could provide
information on the QGP formation. That is, they have to predict which
properties are expected to be different in colliding systems where the QGP
is or is not produced (i.e. A-A and pp interactions). These properties have
hence to be experimentally investigated (signature of the QGP). Depending
on the phase of the collision when they are produced, these signatures are
grouped in soft and hard probes:
• hard probes: signals produced in the first stages of the collision by the
interaction of high momentum partons. They are e.g. production of
heavy quarks and of their bound states (charmonium and bottomo-
nium), jet quenching, thermal photons and dileptons;
• soft probes: signals produced in the later stage of the collision. Even if
they are produced during the hadronization stage, they keep indirect
information on the properties of the phase transition and on the QGP.
They are e.g. momentum spectra, strangeness enhancement, elliptic
flow, particle correlations and fluctuations.
Beside the QGP signatures, also the global properties of the A-A collisions
like impact parameter, energy density and entropy have to be studied. Ex-
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perimentally they can be obtained from charged particle multiplicity and
transverse energy distribution.
The purpose of this section is not to give a detailed description of the all
QGP signatures but just to report about the most recent results obtained
by the ALICE experiment at the LHC from the study of the first Pb-Pb
collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV. In particular:
• charged-particle multiplicity density;
• suppression of charged particle production at large pt;
• elliptic flow;
• identified hadron transverse momentum spectra and particle ratios;
• strangeness enhancement.
For more information on QGP experimental results from the previous
experiments one can see e.g. [1]-[19].
As already said, the ALICE experiment studies not only Pb-Pb collisions
but also pp interactions which provide reference values for Pb-Pb results, are
fundamental to tune Monte Carlo generators and of course are of interest in
themselves.
1.4.1 Charged-particle multiplicity density
The first step in characterizing the system produced in A-A collisions is the
measurement of the charged-particle pseudorapidity density. It constrains
the dominant particle production mechanisms, is essential to estimate the
initial energy density and to tune model predictions. The dependence of the
charged-particle multiplicity density on energy and system size, reflects the
interplay between parton-parton scattering processes and soft processes for
particle production and may provide hypothesis on the partonic structure of
the projectiles.
In the following the primary charged-particle density (dNch/dη) measured
by the ALICE experiment in central (for the most central 5% fraction of
the hadronic cross section) Pb-Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV will be
reported [21]. The comparison with the results provided by the previous
experiments at lower centre-of-mass energies will also be shown. To compare
particle production in different collision systems at different energies and to
compare to model predictions, the charged-particle density is scaled by the
number of nucleons participating at the interaction.
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The density measured by ALICE is dNch/dη = 1584±4(stat)±76(syst).
Normalizing per participant pair, dNch/dη/(0.5 < Npart) >= 8.3± 0.4(syst).
In Fig. 1.3 this value is compared to the measurements for Au-Au, Pb-Pb,
pp and pp collisions for different collision energies. The energy dependence is
steeper for A-A collisions than for pp and pp ones. A significant increase of a
factor 2.2 is observed from RHIC to ALICE results for A-A collisions and a
factor 1.9 from ALICE Pb-Pb collisions and pp collisions at similar energies.
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Figure 1.3: Charged-particle pseudorapidity density per participant pair for
central A-A and pp (pp) collisions as a function of
√
sNN . The solid lines ∝
S0.15NN and ∝ S0.11NN are superimposed to the heavy-ion and pp data respectively.
In Fig. 1.4 the comparison between the ALICE result and the predictions
at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV provided by the models able to describe RHIC measure-
ments (obtained with Au-Au collisions at
√
sNN = 0.2 TeV) is reported. As
can be seen this new measurement provide new information and constraint
to tune theoretical model and, indirectly, to understand the mechanism of
particle interaction.
ALICE measured also the charged-particle density per participant pair
as a function of the mean number of participants (< Npart >) that is re-
lated to the centrality of the collision (see [22])4. As can be seen in Fig. 1.5,
(dNch/dη)/(< Npart > /2) measured by ALICE (red points) increases with
4The average number of nucleons participating in the collision in a given centrality
class reflect the collision geometry.
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Figure 1.4: Comparison between the ALICE result and the predictions at√
sNN = 2.76 TeV provided by the models able to describe RHIC measure-
ments obtained with Au-Au collisions at
√
sNN = 0.2 TeV.
< Npart > from 4.4±0.4 for the most peripheral collisions to 8.4±0.3 for the
most central collision class. In the same figure, also the values for Au-Au col-
lisions at
√
sNN = 0.2 TeV averaged over the RHIC experiments are shown
(white markers) artificially rescaled by a factor 2.1 in order to compare the
dependence on < Npart >. It is evident that the centrality dependence of the
multiplicity is very similar for the two energies.
In Fig. 1.6 the same ALICE data are compared with theoretical pre-
dictions. One again it is clear that the new LHC results are fundamental to
select the better theoretical models and to provide constraints on the particle
production mechanism.
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1.4.2 Suppression of charged particle production at
large pt
The RHIC experiments reported that hadron production at high transverse
momentum in central Au-Au collisions at
√
sNN = 0.2 TeV is suppressed
by a factor 4-5 compared to expectations from an independent superposition
of nucleon-nucleon collisions. The dominant production process for high pt
hadrons is the fragmentation of high pt partons that originate in hard scat-
tering in the early stage of the nuclear collision. Due to this, the observed
suppression at RHIC is generally attributed to the energy loss of the partons
as they propagate through the QGP. To quantify this effect, the so-called nu-
clear modification factor RAA is used. It is defined as the ratio of the charged
particle yield in Pb-Pb to that observed in pp collisions, scaled by the number
of binary nucleon-nucleon collisions < Ncoll >:
RAA(pt) =
(1/NAAev )d
2NAAch /dηdpt
< Ncoll > (N
pp
ev )d2N
pp
ch/dηdpt
. (1.3)
If no nuclear modification is present, RAA should tend to unity at high pt.
At the LHC energy the density of the medium is expected to be higher than
at RHIC, leading to a larger energy loss of high pt partons.
ALICE has measured the inclusive primary charged particle pt distribu-
tions at mid-rapidity in central and peripheral Pb-Pb collisions at
√
sNN =
2.76 TeV (see [23]). In Fig. 1.7 RAA for central and peripheral collisions is
shown. It deviates from one in both samples. However, at high pt, where
production from hard processes is expected to dominate, there is a marked
difference between peripheral and central events. In peripheral collisions RAA
reaches about 0.7 and shows no pronounced pt dependence for pt > 2 GeV/c
indicating only weak parton energy loss. In central collisions, RAA is again
significantly different from one, reaching a minimum at pt = 6 − 7 GeV/c
and a maximum at pt = 2 GeV/c, showing a strong dependence on pt.
In Fig. 1.8 the ALICE result in central Pb-Pb collisions is compared to
the ones by the PHENIX and STAR experiments at RHIC. The position
and shape of the maximum at pt ∼ 2 GeV/c and the subsequent decrease
are similar, while RAA at pt = 6 − 7 GeV/c is smaller at LHC compared
to RHIC. This suggest an enhanced energy loss at the LHC with respect to
RHIC, and therefore a denser medium production.
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Figure 1.7:RAA measured by the ALICE experiment in central and peripheral
Pb-Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV. Error bars indicate the statistical
uncertainties while the boxes contains the systematic errors (see [23] for more
details).
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1.4.3 Elliptic flow
One of the experimental observables sensitive to the properties of the QGP is
the azimuthal distribution of the particles in the plane perpendicular to the
beam direction. When nuclei collide at finite impact parameter (non central
collisions), the geometrical overlap region, and therefore the initial matter
distribution, is anisotropic. If the matter is interacting, this spatial asym-
metry is converted, via multiple collisions, into an anisotropic momentum
distribution [24]. The second momentum of the final state hadron azimuthal
distribution is called elliptic flow; it is a response of the dense system to
the initial conditions and is therefore sensitive to the early and hot strongly
interacting phase of the evolution. Since there are many theoretical models
describing the RHIC data (but with different predictions at the LHC ener-
gies), a measurement of the elliptic flow at the LHC is crucial to test the
validity of a hydrodynamic description of the medium and to measure its
thermodynamic properties (in particular, shear viscosity and the equation of
state). The azimuthal dependence of the particle yield can be written in the
form of a Fourier series [25]:
E
d3N
d3p
=
1
2pi
d2N
ptdptdy
(
1 +
∞∑
n=1
2vn cos[n(φ−ΨR)]
)
(1.4)
where E is the energy of the particle, p the momentum, pt the transverse
momentum, φ the azimuthal angle, y the rapidity and ΨR the angle of the
reaction plane that is the plane defined by the beam axis z and the impact
parameter direction. In general, the coefficients vn =< cos[n(φ−ΨR)] > are
pt and y dependent and are referred as differential flow. The integrated flow
is defined as an average evaluated with d2N/dptdy used as a weight. The
first coefficient, v1, is called direct flow and the second coefficient v2 is called
elliptic flow.
The ALICE experiment has measured the elliptic flow of charged particles
in Pb-Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV [26]. It was found that the depen-
dence of v2 on the transverse momentum does not change from the RHIC to
the LHC energies for the measured centrality classes.
In Fig. 1.9 the integrated elliptic flow measured in the 20%-30% centrality
class is compared to results from lower energies. There is a continuous increase
in the magnitude of the elliptic flow for this centrality region from RHIC to
LHC energies. A difference of about 30% was found. This increase is larger
than in current ideal hydrodinamic calculation at LHC multiplicities, but it
is in agreement with some models that include viscous corrections[26]. The
larger integrated elliptic flow at the LHC is caused by the increase in the
mean pt.
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Figure 1.9: Integrated elliptic flow measured by the ALICE experiment in
Pb-Pb data at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV in the 20%-30% centrality class compared
with resuts from lower energies taken at similar centralities.
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1.4.4 Identified primary hadron spectra and particle
ratios
To extract the properties of the medium at the chemical and kinetical freeze-
out, the ALICE experiment has studied the identified primary hadron spectra
in Pb-Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV. In Fig. 1.10 Pb-Pb spectra for the
most central bin are compared with STAR [28] and PHENIX [29] results at√
sNN = 200 GeV. It can be seen that ALICE spectra are harder than RHIC
ones and protons are flatter, probably due to stronger radial flow.
To determine integrated yields and average pt, fits on individual particles
with a Blast-Wave function [31] have been performed. In Fig. 1.11 (top panel)
theK−/pi− ratios obtained at ALICE and STAR are shown for different event
multiplicity. An increase both with the centrality (same trend for STAR and
ALICE) and going from pp to Pb-Pb collisions is evident. In the bottom panel
the ALICE and RHIC [28, 29, 30] p/pi− ratios, constant for every centrality
and respect to pp interactions, are shown. The results are compatible apart
from STAR. It is partially due to the fact that STAR p are not feed-down
corrected.
From Fig. 1.12, which shows the mean pt for pi, K and p as a function
of dNch/dη, an increase of mean pt with the particle mass and the collision
centrality is present and at ALICE the mean pt is higher than at STAR for
the same value of dNch/dη.
In order to obtain information on the thermal properties of the medium at
the kinetic freeze-out, a global fit of the spectra with a Blast Wave function
in which the kinetic freeze-out temperature (Tfo) and the radial flow (< β >)
are free parameters, is used. In Fig. 1.13 the fit parameters for ALICE and
STAR in different centrality bins are shown. It can be noticed how the radial
flow is ∼ 10% higher at √sNN = 2.76TeV than at √sNN = 0.2TeV.
1.5 Strangeness enhancement
One of the first signatures of the QGP was the strangeness enhancement in A-
A collisions that is an increased production of strange hadrons with respect
to pp interactions. In nucleon-nucleon collisions the s quark production is
strongly suppressed due to its large mass (if compared with u and d quarks).
If the QGP is formed, a large amount of gluons that can produce ss couples
through gluon fusion processes (gg → ss) is present both because, due to
the chyral symmetry restoration, the quark mass is set to the current one
(ms ∼ 150 MeV, smaller than the critical temperature) and because the
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Figure 1.10: Transverse momentum spectra for pi, K and p negative (top)
and positive (bottom) in the most central bin. A comparison between results
obtained by ALICE, STAR and PHENIX Collaborations is shown.
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Pauli principle become important in presence of the great amount of free u
and d quark in the initial phase.
The ALICE experiments has measured the transverse momentum spectra
of strange particle in Pb-Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV to get a precise
determination of integrated yields, mean transverse momenta and particle
ratios. For these studies the relevant particles are K, Λs, Ξs, Ωs.
As can be seen from the top panel of Fig. 1.11, as in the case of RHIC
energies, the kaon production relative to pions increases with centrality in
Pb-Pb collisions from approximately 0.125 in peripheral collisions to 0.16
in central collisions. To be noted the agreement between peripheral Pb-Pb
collisions and the measurement in pp reactions. In addition, looking at the
bottom panel of the same figure, in contrast to strange particles, the p/pi ra-
tio shows no dependence on the centrality. An interesting feature of strange
particle production is the enhanced production in Pb-Pb relative to pp col-
lisions. While the double ratio of p/pi in pp to Pb-Pb collisions is close to
unity, the K/pi, Ξ/pi, and Ω/pi ratios show a significant increase proportional
to the strangeness content (see [32]).
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Chapter 2
The ALICE experiment at the
LHC
The ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) collaboration has build a
dedicated heavy-ion detector to exploit the unique physics potential of lead-
lead (PbPb) interactions at the LHC (Large Hadron Collider) energies. The
aim is to study the physics of strongly interacting matter at extreme energy
densities, where the formation of a new phase of matter, the QGP (Quark-
Gluon Plasma), is expected. The existence of such a phase and its properties
are key issues in QCD (Quantum Cromo Dynamics) for the understanding of
confinement and chiral-symmetry restoration. For this purpose, the ALICE
experiment is carrying out a comprehensive study of the hadrons, electrons,
muons and photons produced in the collisions of heavy nuclei. ALICE is
also studying proton-proton (pp) collisions, that are fundamental not only
as a comparison with PbPb collisions, but also to tune the Monte Carlo
simulations and to study the physics of these collisions in themselves.
In this chapter, after a brief introduction about the LHC, some details on
the ALICE experiment will be given, putting emphasis on one of its detectors,
the Time Of Flight (TOF), as this is the detector that mainly used in the
analysis reported in this thesis.
2.1 The Large Hadron Collider
2.1.1 Nominal parameters
The LHC [35], [33], [34] sits in a circular tunnel of 27 km circumference
placed around 50 to 175m underground. The LHC was aimed at colliding
two counter-rotating beams of protons or heavy ions at
√
s = 7TeV and
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√
sNN = 5.5TeV respectively. The accelerated particles are not uniformly
distributed in the beams, but have a bunch structure. The nominal bunch
spacing of 25 ns gives a peak crossing rate of 40MHz. Since (for technical
reasons) local larger bunch spacing are needed, the actual average crossing
rate is 31.6MHz. If we consider 19 interactions per crossing1, at a nominal
luminosity of 1034 cm−2s−1 we get 600 millions inelastic events per second. At
full intensity, each proton beam consists nominally of 2808 bunches where
each bunch has 1.15 × 1011 protons at the start of a nominal fill, with a
longitudinal dimension of 7.5 cm. If
√
s = 7TeV, the beam energy is 362MJ.
To bend the beams, 1232 superconducting dipole magnets are used. As a
consequence, a huge cryogenic system is needed to produce the liquid helium
that keeps the magnets cold. In Fig. 2.1 some of the LHC nominal parameters
are reported.
Figure 2.1: Some of the LHC nominal parameter.
Due to its very high complexity, the commissioning of the LHC is a long
process and up to now, the LHC has not reached the designed parameters
shown in Fig. 2.1 yet. We will see in $2.1.3 the best performance reached up
to now by the LHC.
1Event rate = luminosity * cross section. If the inelastic pp cross section is 60mb and
the nominal luminosity is 1034 cm−2s−1, the inelastic event rate is 600 · 106/s so, for an
average crossing rate of 31.6MHz, we get 19 inelastic events per crossing.
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2.1.2 Technical properties
To keep the luminosity high for long periods, a very stable orbit is required.
The main limitation to this stability is the betatron oscillation [36] due to the
different orientations of the angular momentum of the protons in the bunch: if
in a single bunch the particles have momenta with different orientations, the
beam is defocused when the bunch is deflected by a dipole. If the momenta of
the particles have not the same direction we say that the bunch is hot; so, the
colder the bunch is, the more stable the orbits are. To keep the beam focused,
quadrupole magnets are used as they produce forces that act on particles that
deviate from the stable orbit lead to that particles to oscillate around that
stable orbit. Since it is impossible for a quadrupole to focus in both planes
at the same time we have two types of quadrupoles: F quadrupoles which are
focusing horizontally, but defocusing vertically, and D quadrupoles which are
focusing vertically and defocusing horizontally. If D and F quadrupoles are
placed at the correct distance, the overall effect is focusing in both planes. A
lattice of quadrupoles can then be built, enabling the transport of the beam
over long distances.
The result of the combined action of dipole and quadrupole magnets in the
phase space in terms of x, that is the horizontal coordinate, and x′ = dx/ds
(where s is the direction of the tangent to the beam pipe), is an ellipse
described by the following equation:
β(s)x′(s)2 + 2x′(s)x(s)α(σ) + x2(s)γ(s) = ε (2.1)
The area of the ellipse is piε. If we move along the orbit, the shape and the
orientation of the ellipse change due to the presence of the quadrupoles, but
its area remains costant. We define ε as the emittance of the beam, and β(s)
as the betatron amplitude which defines the characteristics of the trajectories
of the beam particles. As already said, to focus the beam an alternating series
of focusing and defocusing quadrupole magnets is needed. Indicating the
dipoles with the letter “O” the basic cells used at the LHC is of type FODO:
focusing + dipole + defocusing + dipole magnets2. The right configuration
of the magnets is fundamental to keep β(s) small in order to get a small
transverse dimension and a high beam luminosity. An accelerator with low
β along the whole circumference is highly unstable. As a consequence β is
kept low only close to the Interaction Points (IP) that are shown in Fig. 2.2.
Since the lower β is at the IP, the faster it grows going away from the IP
so bigger magnets are needed just after the IP. This effect is obviously more
important for large-sized experiments.
2Instead of the dipole, there can be a drift space
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Figure 2.2: Schematic view of the IPs at the LHC.
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To accelerate particles, a radiofrequency cavity is necessary [37] and the
oscillation frequency fRF has to be set so that it is an integer multiple h
of the revolution frequency frev: fRF = h × frev. Since frev = βc/2piR and
fRF = 400MHz, h ∼ 35640. The segments of the circumference centered on
this points are called buckets.
Not all the particles in the beams have exactly the same energy. If a
particle with lower (higher) energy is present, it arrives later (earlier) in the
cavity and sees a higher (lower) voltage with respect to the synchronous par-
ticles. As a result, it accelerates (decelerates) while approaching synchronous
particles after many turns. But what happens when the particle momentum
increases? Taking into account that a particle with higher energy follows a
longer path, since it is less bended by the magnet but has higher velocity,
the frequency f varies as in eq. 2.2
df
f
=
dv
v
− dr
r
=
(
1
γ2 − αs
dp
p
)
(2.2)
where v is the velocity of the particle, r its trajectory, and αs the momentum
compaction factor fixed by the quadrupoles. This means that in a constant
magnetic field and at low momentum (1/γ2 > αs), the revolution frequency
increases with momentum, while at high momentum (1/γ2 < αs) the rev-
olution frequency decreases as momentum increases. The energy for which
1/γ2 = αs is called transition energy. As a consequence, a particle not syn-
cronized with the electromagnetic field has, after many turns, a full oscillation
(called synchrotron oscillation) in the longitudinal plane around the syn-
chronous particles: instead of being spread uniformly around the circumfer-
ence of the accelerator, the particles get “clumped” around the synchronous
particles in a bunch. This bunch is contained in a RF bucket.
The LHC might accelerate a beam made up of 35640 bunches, but not
all LHC buckets need to be filled with bunches. The buckets are just virtual
positions on the LHC circumference and the abort gap is the number of
buckets in a row which are supposed to be never loaded with protons and
form a gap in the circumference. The purpose of this gap is to be used during
the dumping of the beam, when it takes a short but significant time to switch
on the magnets which divert the beam from the LHC into the dump. On
top of this, other factors make the presence of the abort gaps necessary, for
example the long range beam-beam interactions, the total beam power and
damage potential, the beam lifetime and cleaning efficiency of the collimation
sections, the beam instabilities due to electron cloud effect, the required time
for the injection (kiker rise time), the performance of the LHC injection chain.
The bucket area is called longitudinal acceptance while the bunch area is
named longitudinal emittance (see Fig. 2.3).
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Figure 2.3: Bunch and bucket.
To accelerate protons up to
√
s = 7TeV or PbPb up to
√
sNN = 5.5TeV
it is necessary to use a complex system of accelerators working at increasing
energies. As shown in Fig. 2.4, we can see that at CERN the accelerator chain
is the following:
• Duoplasmatron which produces the H+ beam with an energy of 92 keV.
• Radio-Frequency-Quadrupole (RFQ) which provides a transverse fo-
cusing of the beam, the bunch structure and an acceleration up to
750 keV.
• Linac2 which is a multichamber resonant cavity that makes the beam
reach an energy of 50MeV.
• Proton-Syncrotron-Booster (PSB) that boosts the protons up to 1.4GeV.
• Proton-Syncrotron (PS) that is responsible for providing the 25 ns bunch
separation and accelerates the protons up to 28GeV.
• Super-Proton-Syncrotron (SPS) that accelerates up to 450GeV.
• LHC that accelerates up to 7TeV.
To move the beam from a transfer line to the accelerator, fast magnets
that deflect the beam are necessary: the kikers. They are also used for beam
cleaning (that is, to remove (dump) the protons out of the buckets before
they generate magnet quenches). Certain materials undergo a phase tran-
sition and become superconducting if their temperature drops below the
critical temperature. The virtue of superconducting materials is that they
are capable of conducting very high current while having very low ohmic
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Figure 2.4: The CERN accelerator complex.
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losses. But if the temperature, the current density or the magnetic field in-
side the material exceed some given limits, the material undergoes reversal
phase transition, becoming a normal conducting material. This reverse phase
transition is called quench. At the LHC, the loss of particles inside the mag-
nets is considered the most critical source of magnet quenches. Due to this,
the dump of the beam (when it is instable or the luminosity becomes too
low) is a dangerous procedure.
Point 6 of the LHC is devoted to the Beam Dumping System. A gap
of 3µs in the circulating bunch pattern is present to allow the horizontally
deflecting extraction kikers (MKD) to switch on. The extracted beam is swept
in a quasi-circular shape by two sets of orthogonally deflecting dilution kikers
(MKB). Each beam dump absorber consists of a 7m long segmented carbon
cylinder with a 700mm diameter contained in a steel cylinder. This is water
cooled and surrounded by about 750 t of concrete and iron shielding.
In Fig. 2.5 the classical beam cycle from the injection to the dump is
described.
Figure 2.5: Usual LHC beam cycle.
2.1.3 LHC Performance
The first LHC injection tests occurred in august 2008 and the first beam was
delivered on 10 september 2008. On 19 september 2008 the LHC underwent
a long stop due to the quenching of a magnet. After this the first beam was
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circulated on 29 november 2009. On 30 March 2010 the first pp collisions
at
√
s = 3.5TeV took place and on november 2010 PbPb collisions were
performed. During 2011, about 10fb−1 of integrated luminosity has been
collected as can be seen in Fig. 2.6. Due to its different physical researches
that don’t look for rare signals but studies the QGP signatures, the ALICE
experiment collected an integrated luminosity 3 order of magnitude lower
than the one of ATLAS and CMS as can be seen in Fig. 2.7
Figure 2.6: LHC delivered luminosity from March to september 2011.
Figure 2.7: ALICE delivered luminosity from March to september 2011.
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Despite its excellent performance, the LHC has not yet achieved the nom-
inal ones. A comparison between the design performance and the achieved
ones is shown in Tab. 2.1.
Design Achieved
Energy (TeV) 7.0 3.5
Number of bunches per beam 2808 1380
Bunch separation (ns) 25 50
Bunch intensity (1011) 1.15 1.3
Peak luminosity (1033 cm−2s−1) 10 3.2
Table 2.1: LHC designed parameters compared with actual ones.
Thanks to its stability, the LHC can maintain for a considerably long
amount of time the so-called stable beam configuration, that is the phase
in which the beam are declared stable and the experiments can take data
in safe (for their detectors) conditions. Fig. 2.8 shows the LHC efficiency in
terms of the fraction of time that was spent in the machine setup phase, the
beam setup, the stable beam phase (useful time for data taking) and in the
accesses needed to restore problems in the machine. The longest consecutive
time in stable beams was 26 hours.
Figure 2.8: LHC efficiency
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Fig. 2.9 exemplifies a typical screenshot of the LHC Page1 that displays
as main information the status of the beam, the filling scheme, the beam
energy and the intensity.
Figure 2.9: LHC page1 screenshot.
2.2 The ALICE experiment
The ALICE experiment at the LHC [38] has as main goal the study of nuclear
matter under extreme conditions of temperature and energy density as those
reached in ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions. The aim is to verify the QCD
prediction of the existence of a phase transition from the common hadronic
matter to the so-called quark-gluon-plasma, in which quarks and gluons are
free and not confined inside hadrons. Since ALICE is the only LHC exper-
iment designed for PbPb collisions, it has to be able to measure as many
observables as possible in the widest phase space region. ALICE is also in-
terested in the study of pp interactions, that are crucial for a comparison
with PbPb collisions, to tune Monte Carlo models and per se, like the other
LHC experiments. With respect to these experiments, ALICE is endowed by
an excellent Particle IDentification (PID) performance, obtained combining
different PID techniques from different detectors that are optimized in differ-
ent momentum (p) regions. In this section a brief description of the ALICE
detectors will be given.
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2.2.1 ALICE detectors
The ALICE detectors can be classified in three groups:
• Barrel detectors: they are housed in a solenoid magnet previously used
in the L3 experiment at LEP which provides the experiment with a
0.5T magnetic field and covers the pseudorapidity interval −0.9 ≤ η ≤
0.9 (corresponding to a polar acceptance pi/4 ≤ θ ≤ 3pi/4). The az-
imuthal φ acceptance is 2pi. They are mainly dedicated to the vertex
reconstruction, tracking, particle identification and momentum mea-
surement. Starting from the interaction region and going outward, we
find the following detectors:
– Inner Tracking System (ITS);
– Time Projection Chamber (TPC);
– Transition Radiation Detector (TRD);
– Time of Flight (TOF).
In the mid-rapidity region there are also two detectors with limited
acceptance:
– High-Momentum Particle Identification Detector (HMPID);
– PHOton Spectrometer (PHOS);
In addition, the ElectroMagnetic CALorimeter (EMCAL) is present.
• Muon spectrometer : placed in the forward pseudorapidity region (−4.0 ≤
η ≤ −2.5), this detector consists of a dipole magnet and tracking and
trigger chambers. It is optimized to reconstruct heavy quark resonances
(such as J/ψ through their µ+µ− decay channel) and single muons;
• Forward detectors: placed in the high pseudorapidity region (small an-
gles with respect to the beam pipe) they are small and specialized
detector systems used for triggering or to measure global event charac-
teristics. They are:
– Time Zero (T0) to measure the event time;
– V0 to reject the beam-gas background and to trigger minimum
bias events;
– Forward Multiplicity Detector (FMD) to provide multiplicity im-
formation over a large fraction of the solid angle (−3.4 ≤ η ≤ −1.7
and 1.7 ≤ η ≤ 5));
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– Photon Multiplicity Detector (PMD) to measure the multiplicity
and the spatial distribution of photons on an event-by-event basis
in the 2.3 ≤ η ≤ 3.7 region;
– Zero Degree Calorimeter (ZDC) to measure and trigger on the
impact parameter.
• Besides the so far listed detector, an array of scintillators (ACORDE)
is installed on top of the L3 magnet to trigger on cosmic rays.
In Fig. 2.10 and 2.11 a schematic view of the ALICE experiment is shown.
Figure 2.10: Schematic view of the barrel detectors and of the muon spec-
trometer of the ALICE experiment. The central barrel is housed inside the
L3 solenoid magnet (red octogonal shape). From the IP outwards, we find
the ITS, TPC, TRD and TOF detectors, together with the small acceptance
detectors, (HMPID, PHOS) and EMCAL. On the right-hand side of the ex-
periment, the muon spectrometer is composed of a dipole magnet, 14 planes
of tracking and triggering chambers and absorber plates.
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Figure 2.11: ALICE 2D cut views along the yz direction (top) and xy direc-
tion (bottom). The ALICE coordinate system is defined as follow: the x axis
is perpendicular to the beam direction, pointing to the accelerator center;
the y axis is perpendicular to the x axis and to the beam direction; finally
the z axis is parallel to the beam direction. The positive z axis is pointing in
the direction opposite to the muon spectrometer.
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In Fig. 2.12 a summary of the ALICE detector subsystems is reported. In
the following sections some details of the ALICE experiment will be given.
Figure 2.12: Summary of the ALICE detector subsystems. The acceptance
in η is calculated from the nominal IP. The position is the approximate dis-
tance from the interaction point to the face of the detector, corresponding to
the radius for the barrel detectors or to the position along the beam for the
others. The dimension corresponds to the total area covered by the active
detector elements. Channels refers to the total number of independent elec-
tronic readout channels. In case a detector is subdivided into subdetectors,
the numbers refer to the individual components.
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The magnets
The ALICE experiment includes a solenoid magnet previously used in L3
experiment of LEP, and a dipole magnet situated next to the solenoid one,
as a part of the forward muon spectrometer. The value of the uniform field
provided by the solenoid magnet is variable up to 0.5T which is a compro-
mise between the momentum resolution, the acceptance al low pt, and the
efficiency in the track reconstruction. The dipole magnet is placed 7m from
the interaction vertex at 10 cm distance from the solenoid. The field produced
by the dipole magnet is perpendicular to the beam direction with a nominal
value of B ∼ 0.2 T.
The Inner Tracking System
The ITS [40] is the barrel detector closest to the beam pipe. Its main goals
are: to reconstruct the primary vertex and the secondary vertices from the
decays of hyperons and D and B mesons, to track and identify particles with
momentum below 200MeV/c via dE/dx measurements, to improve the mo-
mentum and angular resolution for tracks reconstructed by the TPC, and
to reconstruct tracks traversing dead TPC regions. The ITS surrounds the
beam pipe (which is a 800µm thick cylinder with an outer diameter of 6 cm)
and consists of six cylindrical layers of silicon detectors located at radii be-
tween 4 cm and 43 cm. Due to the high track density, the two innermost
layers are Silicon Pixel Detectors (SPD) which guarantee a high granular-
ity. They are followed by two layers of Silicon Drift Detectors (SDD), while
the two outmost layers are double-sided Silicon micro-Strip Detectors (SSD).
The four outer layers have analogue readout and therefore can be used for
particle identification via dE/dx measurement in the non-relativistic region
(dE/dx ∼ 1/β2).
Since the momentum and impact parameter resolution for low-momentum
particles are dominated by multiple scattering effects, the amount of material
in the active volume has been kept to a minimum. The granularity of the
detector was optimized to keep the occupancy low in all the layers. With the
technology chosen, the ITS detectors reach a spatial resolution of the order
of few tens of µm 3 resulting in a resolution on the impact-parameter better
than 70µm in the rφ plane for pt > 1GeV/c well suited for the reconstruction
of heavy-flavour decays (see Fig. 2.13).
In Fig. 2.14 the resolution of the primary vertex reconstructed with global
3rφ spatial precision: SPD=12µm, SDD=35µm, SSD=20µm; z spatial precision:
SPD=100µm, SDD=25µm, SSD=830µm
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Figure 2.13: Transverse impact parameter resolution for pp collisions at√
s = 7TeV obtained for tracks well reconstructed in the TPC and hav-
ing two measured points in the SPD. For each track its impact parameter
was estimated with respect to the primary vertex reconstructed without us-
ing this track. The resulting impact parameter resolution is the convolution
of the track-position and the primary-vertex resolutions. Also the resolution
simulated in the Monte Carlo is reported.
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tracks and SPD only tracks 4 for pp interactions at
√
s = 7TeV is shown.
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Figure 2.14: Resolution of the primary vertex reconstructed with tracks and
SPD only for pp interactions at
√
s = 7TeV.
The Time Projection Chamber
The TPC [41] is the main tracking detector of the central barrel, optimized
to provide, together with the other central barrel detectors, charged-particle
momentum measurements with good two-track separation, particle identi-
fication and vertex determination. A large pt range is covered from about
pt ∼ 0.1GeV/c up to pt ∼ 100GeV/c with good momentum resolution.
The TPC was designed for an excellent tracking performance in the high
multiplicity environment of PbPb collisions. For this reason, it was chosen
to be a drift chamber, cylindrical in shape, 5m long, with the inner radius
(rin ∼ 85 cm) determined by the maximum acceptable track density, and the
external one (rext ∼ 250 cm) by the minimum track length for which dE/dx
resolution is < 10%. The TPC volume is filled with 90m3 of Ne/CO2/N2
(90/10/5). The readout planes are divided in 18 sectors in which multiwire
proportional chambers (with cathode pad readout) are housed. Because of its
good dE/dx resolution, the TPC can identify particles with pt < 1 GeV/c.
The TPC tracking efficiency is > 90% for pt > 100MeV/c where the limiting
factor are the interactions in the ITS material. Measuring the deflection in
4If all the ITS and TPC information are used the tracks are named “global”; if only
the SPD information are used they are named “SPD only”.
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the magnetic field, the ITS and the TPC are able to determine the momen-
tum of the charged particles with a resolution better than 1% at low pt and
better than 20% for pt ∼ 100 GeV/c (see Fig. 2.15).
Due to its huge size, the drift time in the TPC is ∼ 90µs; this means that
at high interaction rate the pile up effect becomes relevant. Tracks from pile
up events can be rejected using the fact that they point to a different primary
vertex. Another limiting factor is the long TPC dead time, that keeps down
the readout frequency despite the fact that the slowest detector (in terms of
readout electronics) is the SDD, with a busy time of 1ms.
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Figure 2.15: Momentum resolution in PbPb interactions at
√
sNN =
2.76TeV.
The Transition Radiation Detector
The other barrel detectors (TRD, TOF, HMPID, PHOS) are mainly dedi-
cated to particle identification at higher momenta.
The main purpose of the TRD [42] is to provide electron identification
with pt > 1GeV/c (below this threshold electrons can be identified with the
dE/dx method in the TPC). Above 1GeV/c, the transition radiation from
electrons passing a radiator can be exploited in concert with the specific
energy loss in a suitable gas mixture to obtain the necessary pion rejection
capability. Using also the information from the ITS and the TPC, it is possi-
ble to study the production of vector meson resonances (like J/ψ,Υ,Υ′, . . .)
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through their lepton decay channel e+e−. The TRD is segmented along the
azimuthal angle in 18 sectors. Each sector contains 30 modules arranged in
five stacks along z and six layers in radius. Each detector element consists of
a radiator of 4.8 cm thickness, a drift section of 30mm thickness and a mul-
tiwire proportional chamber with pad readout. At present 10 TRD modules
are installed.
The Time Of Flight
The main target of the Time of Flight (TOF) detector [39][43][50] is charged
particle identification. This detector was designed to identify pions and kaons
up to 2.5GeV/c and protons up to 4GeV/c in the central pseudorapidity re-
gion (|η| ≤ 0.9) and with full azimuthal coverage. To achieve this, a total
time resolution better than 100 ps is needed. For this reason the TOF de-
tector is based on Multi-gap Resistive Plate Chamber (MRPCs) [51]. These
detectors have an intrinsic time resolution better than 50 ps (from test beam
studies) dominated by the jitter in the electronics and the time resolution of
the TDCs [52] [53]. The MRPC efficiency was measured to be close to 100%.
The TOF is made of 1638 MRPCs located in 90 gas-tight modules dis-
tributed over 18 azimuthal sectors (Super Modules-SMs). Since each MRPC
is composed of 96 readout pads, the TOF detector consists of 152928 readout
channels5 (2.5×3.5 cm2 each) covering a total area of 141m2. Thanks to this
highly segmented structure, the TOF occupancy can be kept low while the
performance remains good also in a high multiplicity environment (like the
one in PbPb collisions).
The information provided by TOF is the time that takes to a particle to
travel from the interaction vertex to the TOF sensible layer. Together with
the momentum information, the TOF time is used to identify particles. A
more detailed description of the TOF detector will be given in $2.3.
The High Momentum PID
The HMPID [44] is dedicated to the identification of charged hadrons at pt >
1GeV/c, extending the momentum range over which ALICE can perform
PID. The HMPID was designed as a single-arm array with a geometrical
acceptance of 5% of the central barrel and is based on proximity-focusing
Ring Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) counters. It consists of seven modules of
about 1.5×1.5m2 size each. The radiator, which defines the momentum range
covered by the HMPID, is a 15mm thick layer of low chromaticity C6F14
53 SMs have been installed without the central module in order to reduce the amount
of material in front of the high resolution electromagnetic calorimeter (PHOS).
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liquid with a refraction index n = 1.2989 at λ = 175 nm, corresponding to
βmin = 0.77 (i.e. a momentum threshold pth = 1.21m, where m is the particle
mass). Cherenkov photons emitted by a fast charged particle traversing the
radiator are detected by a photon counter with a thin layer of CsI deposited
onto the pad cathode of a MultiWire Pad Chamber (MWPC).
The PHOton Spectrometer
The PHOS [45] is a high-resolution electromagnetic spectrometer covering
a limited acceptance ( |η| < 0.12 and ∆φ = 100◦) at central rapidity. The
PHOS main physics objectives are the test of thermal and dynamical prop-
erties of the initial phase of the collision, that can be extracted from low
pt direct photon measurements, and the study of the jet quenching effect
through the measurement of high-pt pi
0 and γ-jet correlations. Due to the
high multiplicity in nuclear collisions, the calorimeter has to be dense, highly
segmented, with small Moliere radius, and located at a large distance from
the interaction point, in order to keep the occupancy at a reasonable level. Di-
rect photons are discriminated against decay photons either through shower
shape analysis at high pt, or through invariant mass analysis at low pt. A
high energy resolution and granularity is obtained by using dense scintillator
crystals (PbWO4) of 20 X0 with high photo-electron yield. A high spatial
resolution is achieved by choosing the dimension of the individual detection
cell of the order of the Moliere radius of the scintillator. The good timing
resolution of about 2 ns is achieved by using a fast scintillator and pream-
plifier. The PHOS is divided into five independent modules positioned on
the bottom of the ALICE setup at a distance of 460 cm from the interaction
point.
The ElectroMagnetic CALorimeter
The ALICE EMCAL [46] is a large Pb-scintillator sampling calorimeter with
longitudinal wavelength-shifting fibers readout via avalanche photo diodes
with cylindrical geometry. It is located adjacent to the ALICE magnet coil at
a radius of 4.5 m from the beam line. The EMCAL covers the pseudorapidity
range |η| ≤ 0.7, with a polar angle coverage of ∆φ = 107◦ and is positioned
approximately opposite in azimuth to the PHOS detector. It enhances the
ALICE capabilities of measuring jet properties.
The Forward Muon spectrometer
The main interest of the muon spectrometer [47] is the detection of muons in
the pseudo-rapidity region −4.0 < η < −2.5. With this detector the complete
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spectrum of heavy-quark vector-mesons resonances (like J/ψ, ψ′,Υ,Υ′,Υ′′)
as well as the φ meson can be measured in the µ+µ− decay channel. The
simultaneous measurement of all the quarkonia species with the same ap-
paratus allows a direct comparison of their production rate as a function of
different parameters such as the collision centrality and the transverse mo-
mentum. In addition to vector mesons, the unlike-sign dimuon continuum
up to masses around 10GeV/c2 can be measured. Since at the LHC energies
the continuum is expected to be dominated by muons from the semi-leptonic
decays of open charm and open beauty, this channel will allow to study the
production of heavy flavours. This study is motivated by the QCD prediction
of a reduction of the production of resonances with heavy quarks.
The spectrometer consists of the following components: a passive front
absorber to absorb hadrons and photons from the interaction vertex; a high
granularity tracking system of 10 detection planes; a large dipole magnet; a
passive muon filter wall followed by four planes of trigger chambers; an inner
beam shield to protect the chambers from primary and secondary particles
produced at high rapidity. Besides, the muon spectrometer is provided with
a cone shaped absorber made of carbon, covered by a thin layer of tungsten
with a length of 3.5m and placed at a distance of 0.9mm from the collision
point. Another absorber with a conical geometry and a length of 18.1m and
an angle of 2◦ made of a high Z material is present to screen the detector
from particles produced in the interactions at high pseudorapidity. Moreover,
a dipole magnet which produce a field of 3 T ·m and an iron absorber are
part of the spectrometer. The “active” detector consists of 4 plates which
make up the muon triggering system. They use RPC chambers working in
the streamer regime, whose aim is to select events with a µ+µ− pair at high pt.
In addition to the trigger chambers, the muon spectrometer has 10 tracking
chambers characterized by a high granularity, and with a spatial resolution
of 100µm. Four chambers are placed in front of, two inside and four after
the dipole magnet.
Forward detectors
A number of small and specialized detector systems are used for triggering
or to measure global event characteristics.
• The ZDC [48] detects spectator nucleons (and consequently measures
the impact parameter and the collision centrality) by measuring the en-
ergy in the forward direction. It can also give an estimate of the reaction
plane in nuclear collisions. Two sets of hadronic ZDCs are located at
116 m on either side of the IP. In addition, two small electromagnetic
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calorimeters (ZEM) are placed at 7 m from the IP on both sides of
the LHC beam pipe opposite to the muon arm. Spectator protons are
spatially separated from neutrons by the magnetic elements of the LHC
beam line. Therefore each ZDC set is made up of two distinct detectors:
one for neutrons (ZN) placed between the beam pipe at 0◦ relative to
the LHC axis and one for protons (ZP) placed externally with respect
to the beam pipe. The ZDCs are quartz fiber sampling calorimeters
with a very dense passive material. Since in Ultra Peripheral Collisions
(UPC) the fragments (spectators) stay in the beam pipe, the ZDCs
collect a small amount of energy both for central and UP events. To
distinguish the two classes of events the ZEMs are used: as a matter of
fact, by measuring the energy of the particles emitted at forward ra-
pidity that increases with the collision centrality, they can discriminate
events with different centralities.
• The PMD [49] measures the multiplicity and spatial distribution of
photons in the region 2.3 < η < 3.7. It consists of two planes of gas
proportional counters preceeded by two lead converter plates.
• The FMD provides charged-particle multiplicity information in the
pseudorapidity range −3.4 < η < −1.7 and 1.7 < η < 5.0, extending
the pseudorapidity region where the SPD is able to provide multiplicity
information. Charged particles are counted in rings of silicon strip de-
tectors located at three different positions along the beam pipe. FMD3
and FMD2 are located on either side of the ITS detector (at about 75
cm from the IP) while FMD1 is placed at 320 cm from the IP on the
opposite side with respect to the muon spectrometer.
• The V0 is a small angle detector consisting of two arrays of scintillator
counters, called V0A and V0C, located at 340 cm from the IP on the
side opposite to the muon spectrometer (V0A) and 90 cm from the
IP (V0C) on the other side. Each one is segmented into 32 individual
counters distributed in four rings. It provides minimum bias trigger for
the central barrel detectors. This trigger is given by particles originating
from primary collisions and from secondary interactions in the vacuum
chamber elements. Thanks to the dependence between the number of
registered particles and the number of emitted particles, the V0 can
provide information on the multiplicity of the event.
• The T0 is able to provide the start time of the event for the TOF that
corresponds to the real time of the interaction and the vertex position.
It consists of two arrays of cherenkov counters, 12 counters per array.
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The T0C is placed at -72.7 cm from the IP (−3.28 < η < −2.97) and
T0A at 375 cm from the IP on the opposite side (4.61 < η < 4.92).
2.3 The TOF detector
In this section a detailed description of the structure and performance of the
TOF detector will be given [39][43][50]. Since the TOF detector is able to
identify charged hadrons in the range 0.5 < pt < 4.0GeV/c (where most of
particles are produced), in the central pseudorapidity range (|η| ≤ 0.9) and
with a full azimuthal coverage, the TOF performance is of great importance
for the ALICE experiment.
2.3.1 RPC and MRPC
To reach the design PID performance (i.e. identify pions and kaons up to
2.5GeV/c and protons up to 4GeV/c ), the total TOF time resolution should
not be worse than 100 ps. Such resolution could be obtained using scintilla-
tors coupled with photomultipliers, a solution which would be too expensive
for the ALICE TOF detector with its 141m2 active surface. To have a good
compromise between costs and performance the TOF detector has been re-
alized as a gaseous detector based on Multi-gap Resistive Plate Chambers
(MRPCs).
Resistive Plate Chambers are ionization chambers whose parallel plates
(the anode and cathod) produce an uniform electric field inside the whole
sensible volume. When a charged particle goes through this volume, it pro-
duces a primary ionization that, if the field is strong enough, gives rise to
an avalanche process. The signals read by the pick-up electrodes (pads) on
the anode and the cathode plates are produced by the motion in the electric
field of the electron-ion pairs created in the avalanche process.
The advantages of the parallel plate configuration with respect to a tra-
ditional wire chamber with a radial electric field is that the drift effect on
electrons disappears: since the field is uniform, the electrons do not have to
travel before to reach a volume where the field is strong enough to produce an
avalanche. This means that we don’t have any time uncertainty related to the
point where the primary ionization is produced. This point determines only
the amount of charges produced, and so it is strongly related to the efficiency.
The only condition to generate a signal is that the avalanche has traveled
enough to produce a signal over the detectable threshold. This length has no
influence on the time resolution of the measurement but only on the time t0
elapsed between the crossing of the particle and the arrival of the signal.
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The uncertainty related to the signal formation has two components: on
one side the fluctuation of the number of primary pairs, which has a poisso-
nian distribution dependent only on the gas type and not on the electric field,
and which has an influence only on the detector efficiency. On the other side
there is the fluctuation on the development of the avalanche, which influences
the time resolution. The detector intrinsic time resolution is, in fact, due to
the fluctuation of the time necessary to create (in the avalanche) a sufficient
number of electrons to produce a signal over threshold. This time resolution
can be estimated in the following way:
σt ∼ 1
(α− η)vD , (2.3)
in which α is the Townsend coefficient, η is the attachment coefficient and
vD is the electron drift velocity. All this parameters are related to the type
of gas and to the strength of the electric field.
Despite their good performance, traditional RPCs are not satisfactory
for the ALICE TOF detector. As already said, they are made of two parallel
plane electrodes of high resistivity material mainteined at a defined ddp (to
have a uniform electric field), between which there is a gas at atmospheric
pressure. Since the two electrodes have high resistivity (to prevent the for-
mation of a spark inside the detector), the applied potential can be high
enough to work in the streamer region so the RPCs have an efficiency close
to 100%. Despite all that, they can not be used for the ALICE TOF detector
since, in case of a high rate as expected in PbPb collisions at the LHC, the
efficiency and the time resolution would decrease due to the pile up of the
charges induced on the resistive planes which reduces the electric field inside
the gap.
The problem could be avoided decreasing the resistivity of the plate; in
this way the induced charges would be dissipated faster but the efficiency
would be lower since the signal would extend over a larger number of read-
out channels. Another solution could be to reduce the amount of charges
produced by working in the avalanche region (instead of in the streamer
one), making the gap thinner or the electric field lower. The disadvantages of
such choice would be that in the first case the efficiency would decrease, since
the first ionization process depends on the quantity of crossed gas, while in
the second case the time resolution would worsen according to eq. 2.3.
To be able to work at high rate keeping the performance high in terms of
both efficiency and time resolution, the MRPCs (Multi-gap Resistive Plate
Chamber) have been developed. In the MRPCs, since the gap is smaller (as
explained later in detail), the time uncertainty related to the point where
the avalanche starts is reduced. Since the smaller the gap, the smaller the
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probability for pair production, the use of high density gas is required. At
the same time the presence of a large number of gaps is needed to increase
the efficiency. A schematic comparison between RPC and MRPC is shown
in Fig. 2.16.
Figure 2.16: Schematic comparison between RPC (left) and MRPC (right).
MRPCs are RPCs whose gas volume has been divided in several identical
gas gaps with equal width between resistive plates parallel and identical to
the external ones. The voltage is applied by a resistive layer only to the
external surface of the external plates; all the internal plates are electrically
floating but their voltage is self-regulating. Pickup electrodes are located
outside the stack and insulated from the high voltage electrodes. Signals on
the pickup electrodes are induced by the movement of electrons towards the
anode6. Since these resistive plates act as dielectrics, induced signals can be
caused by the movement of charges in any of the gas gaps between the anode
and cathode pickup electrodes, so that the observed induced signal is the
sum of the charge movement in any of the gaps in the multigap RPC. In
this way the active volume of the detector is the sum of the volume of every
gap and it is possible to reach the RPC efficiency (100%) just increasing the
number of gaps.
In this configuration, the MRPCs can work in the proportional region even
if the ddp (and the produced electric field) is very high since the avalanche
and the collected charge are limited by the small width of the gaps. The high
electric field, and the consequent high drift velocity, allows to reach very good
6The electrons produced by the avalanche induce a fast signal as they move towards
the anode. A much slower signal is produced by the positive ions as they drift towards the
cathode.
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time resolution, while the possibility of working in the proportional region
(where there are less induced charges than in the streamer region) allows
working at high rate.
Another advantage of the MRPCs compared to RPCs is that the amount
of charge produced depends less on the applied voltage (see Fig. 2.17). As
a results, the system is more stable and the risk of reaching the streamer
region is smaller. This is due to the space charge that affects the growth of
the gas avalanche decreasing the gain.
Figure 2.17: Total charge versus applied voltage for 2mm RPC and a TOF
MRPC.
If we look at a signal produced by a TOF MRPC, it is clear that the slow
voltage ramp due to the movement of positive ions towards the cathode is
non-linear (the linear behavior is expected if the avalanche grows exponen-
tially as defined by Townsend). This is because as the avalanche grows, the
electrons at the head of the avalanche experience a reduced electric field due
to the charge of the positive ions in the tail of the avalanche. Therefore the
gas gain is reduced and the avalanche deviates from the exponential growth.
The centre of gravity of the production of the electrons moves away from the
anode so the ratio of fast charge versus the total charge grows.
To have an idea of the MRPCs performance, we have to take in account
that, roughly, when a particle crosses the detector, it produces a primary
ionization in every gap and, in every gap, the avalanche process takes place
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according to the Townsend equation N = N0e
αx. Here N0 is the number of
electrons in the initial ionization cluster, α = 1/λ is the Townsend coefficient,
λ is the average distance between ionizing collisions and x the distance that
the avalanche has traveled. The ratio of the fast signal to the total signal
(due to the shape of the avalanch) is 1/αD for a gap of width D. To work in
the proportional region, the electron gain has to be less than 108 (eαL < 108)
which corresponds to the value above which a transition to the streamer
region happens. If the electric field is E ∼ 100 kV/cm (α ∼ 100 mm−1), the
gap thickness should be L ∼ 10−1 mm. Since for this electric field the drift
velocity is ∼ 100 µm/ns, the time resolution is ∼ 100 ps, corresponding to
the ALICE TOF target. If the maximum gain is 108, the maximum value of
αD is 18 and the ratio of fast to total signal is 1/αD ∼ 5%.
2.3.2 Properties of the TOF MRPCs
The TOF MRPCs have a double-stack configuration: a central anode plate
and two cathode plates with a symmetrical position with respect to it (see
Fig. 2.18).
The advantages of the double stack configuration compared to the one
with one single cathode and anode, if the number and the width of the gaps
are the same, are the following:
• half of the ddp is needed to reach the same electric field;
• the read-out signal is the sum of the signals induced in both stacks so
that the amplitude is the same in the two configurations;
• the electrodes are closer so that the border effects between close pads
are reduced.
In the TOF detector, the MRPCs are assembled in strips (see Fig. 2.19).
Each strip has a total surface of 122 · 13 cm2 while the active area is of
120·7.4 cm2. The gaps are 5+5 (5 for each stack), each with a width of 250µm
filled with a gas mixture C2F4H2(90%)− C4H10(5%)− SF6(5%). Each stack
is delimited by a cathode and an anode Printed Circuit Board (PCB) with
96 readout pads with an area of 3.5 · 2.5 cm2 arranged in two raws. The gaps
are delimited by glasses with a volume resistivity of ∼ 1013Ωcm; the external
glasses of each stack have a thickness of 550 µm and are painted on the
external surface with a resistive paint; the inner ones are 400 µm thick. The
High Voltage (HV) is applied through electrodes connected to the external
surface of the outer glasses. All the internal plates are not connected to the
HV and are electrically floating. The gap width is kept fixed by a fishing line
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Figure 2.18: Schematic diagram of a double-stack MRPC. (A) honeycomb
panel to guarantee good mechanical rigidity; (B) Printed Circuit Board
(PCB) with the cathode pickup pads; (C) nylon pin to stretch the fishing
line; (D) 550µm glasses with resistive coating used to apply the voltage; (E)
400 µm glasses; (F) 250 µm gaps; (G) central PCB with the anode pickup
pads; (H) metallic pin soldered to cathode and anode PCB; (I) 16 pin con-
nector. On the bottom, layout of the readout pads.
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stretched from pin to pin. Signals from the pads are brought to 36 16-pin
connectors mounted on the anode PCB [54].
Figure 2.19: MRPCs production at Bologna-INFN laboratories.
2.3.3 Performance of the TOF MRPCs
The MRPCs performance was tested with test beam at CERN [56] [57]. In
Fig. 2.20 the results obtained with the final readout chain are shown. Starting
from 13.0 kV, the TOF MRPCs have an intrinsic time resolution better than
50 ps (including the contribution of the readout electronics, estimated to be
∼ 30 ps) and an efficiency close to 100%. All the tested MRPCs showed
a very good uniformity and a long streamer-free plateau. In Fig. 2.21 the
efficiency and time resolution distributions for 159 readout pads at a fixed
applied voltage of 13 kV are shown.
The response of the detector to high rate and high radiation dose was
tested at the Gamma Irradiation Facility (GIF) at CERN. Measurements
have shown no degradation of the results up to about 1 kHz/cm2 and for a
radiation dose greater than 3.5 times the dose foreseen in the first 10 years
of the LHC operation.
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Figure 2.20: Efficiency (top) and time resolution (bottom) as a function of
the applied voltage for 55 readout pads randomly distributed on 10 MRPCs.
Figure 2.21: Efficiency (left) and time resolution (right) distributions for 159
readout pads working at a fixed applied voltage of 13 kV.
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2.3.4 The TOF SuperModules
The TOF has a modular structure. In the azimuthal angle φ, the detector
is segmented in 18 sectors, the so-called SuperModules (SMs), that are sup-
ported by a cylindrical shell (space-frame), with an internal radius of 370 cm
and an external radius of 399 cm (see Fig. 2.22).
Figure 2.22: Space frame, the cylindrical structure that supports the SMs.
Each SM (see Fig. 2.23), with a total length of 927 cm and a weight of
1.45 metric tons, consists of 5 gas-tight modules placed along the beam axis,
and two custom VME crates containing the readout electronics at both ends
(see Fig. 2.24).
All the modules have the same width (128 cm) but an increasing length
going from the centre to the end of the SM. The two external and two in-
termediate modules contain 19 strips each, while the central one includes 15
strips, for a total of 91 MRPCs per SM. Since each strip has 96 readout pads,
the TOF has 152928 readout channels7 covering a total area of 141m2. Each
module can be considered as divided in two volumes, one containing gas and
MRPCs and one containing the front-end electronics (FEA).
73 SMs have been installed without the central module in order to reduce the amount
of material in front of the high resolution electromagnetic calorimeter (PHOS).
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Figure 2.23: One SM inserted in the space-frame. We can see the 5 modules
in which the SM is segmented and the two custom VME crates which contain
the read-out electronics placed at both ends of the SM.
Figure 2.24: A TOF SM after the assembly of the 5 modules. Two of the
four crates are visible (the other two are on the opposite side). These crates
house the readout and control electronics. The top aluminium covers enclose
completely the front-end electronics placed on the modules.
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In Fig. 2.25 the section of a central module is reported. We can see the
peculiar positioning of the strips: perpendicular to the beam direction, they
are tilted so to be perpendicular to the trajectory of a particle coming from
the interaction point. This aims at minimizing the number of particles that
cross the detector with an oblique direction, and at reducing the occupancy
and the time resolution (see also Fig. 2.26).
Figure 2.25: Position of the strips inside a module (a central module is re-
ported here). The MRPCs are tilted to be, on average, perpendicular to the
flight direction of the particles produced at the interaction point.
To avoid dead zones, the active zone of two adjacent strips overlaps by
2 mm. Besides, the modules are built in such a way to reduce the dead zone
along the length of the SM at the boundaries between modules (see Fig.
2.27).
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Figure 2.26: Scheme and picture of the tilted geometry for TOF MRPC strip,
in an intermediate module.
Figure 2.27: Detail of the shape of two adjacent modules, the central one and
the intermediate one.
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2.3.5 TOF Data Acquisition
The schematic layout of the TOF electronics is shown in Fig. 2.28.
Figure 2.28: Schematic layout of the TOF electronics.
The MRPC differential signals are sent to the Front-End Analogue (FEA)
cards which contain three ASICs (NINO) that are 8-channel amplifier/ dis-
criminator devices with an output width correlated to the charge of the input
signal, and with a minimum output width of 6 ns. Measuring this width al-
lows the correction for time slewing.8 Each strip is directly connected to four
FEAs. The FEAs then send the signals to the High-Performance Time-to-
Digital Converter (HPTDC) for digitization. The FEAs also provide a 24-
channel OR signal for trigger purposes which is first collected in the FEAC
(FEA control card) and then elaborated in the LTM. Data from the LTM are
sent to the CTTM for further trigger processing. The FEAC, which serves a
group of 10 or 12 FEAs (see Fig. 2.29), provides the low voltage (2.5V) to
power on the FEAs, monitors their temperature, sets the threshold voltages
on the discriminator (sent by the LTM) and, as already said, collects the OR
signal.
8The NINO ASICS encodes the charge of the input signal into the width of the output
signal (Time-Over-Threshold).
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Figure 2.29: FEA and the FEAC service card.
The readout modules are placed in crates mounted at both ends of a SM
(four crates per SM). Each crate contains DC-DC converters receiving 48V
from power supplies placed outside the magnet and providing the necessary
voltage both to the FEAs and the readout modules. Each crate contains also
a VME bus with 12 slots filled in the following way:
• 9 or 10 TDC Readout Modules (TRMs) that read time information
digitized by the HPTDC housed in them. Each TRM hosts 10 piggy
backs each with 3 HPTDC that can read 8 channels; as a consequence,
each TRM hosts 30 HPTDCs that read 240 channels;
• a Data Readout Module (DRM) that receives trigger information from
the Central Trigger Processor (CTP) and propagates it to the TRMs
and the HPTDCs. Then it performs the readout of the data available in
the boards and sends them to the central Data AcQuisition (DAQ) sys-
tem. Moreover it interfaces with the Detector Control System (DCS) for
electronic configuration and monitoring. To sum up, the DRM acts as
the main interface between the central ALICE data acquisition/trigger
system and the TOF electronics;
• a Local Trigger Module (LTM) to collect the FEA ORs, elaborate a
local trigger and sent it to the Cosmic and Topology Trigger Module
(CTTM). Moreover, it defines the thresholds and monitors the low
voltages and temperatures of the FEAs;
• a Clock/Pulser Distribution Module (CPDM) to distribute the LHC
clock signal to the other modules in the crate and to send the pulser
signals to the MRPCs for calibration and monitoring purposes.
The readout system is completed by the CTTM which provides the TOF
trigger to the ALICE CTP and by the pulse/busy distributor (ACM). Both
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the CTTM and the ACM are placed outside the ALICE magnet. (busy signals
from the DRMs are elaborated to generate the global bust signal to the CTP).
The DRM
The readout of the data stored in the TRM and LTM cards installed in each
crate is done via the DRM (Data Readout Module). The DRM interfaces
to the central ALICE DAQ system using the ALICE Detector Data Link
(DDL). Several DDLs are collected into the LDCs (Local Data Collectors)
of the central DAQ. The current number of DDLs per LDC has been set to
6, limiting the output rate to 5.7KHz. Anyway this value is much higher
than the current limitations imposed by other ALICE detectors such as the
TPC. The DRM card is also equipped with an additional optical link to a
commercial PC which provides extra Slow Control functionalities. In total,
the 72 TOF crates are connected to 18 commercial PCs. Each DRM is also
connected to an Auxiliary Control Module (ACM) that supplies the busy
signal to the whole TOF detector (the busy signal inhibits further triggers
from being generated by the ALICE central trigger processor during readout).
The LTMs
The LTM is an interface between the front-end electronics and the CTTM.
Each LTM is connected to 8 FEACs of which it monitors the low voltages and
temperatures. The LTM is also meant to provide the voltage thresholds to
the FEAs. Each FEA recives, amplifies and discriminates the signals coming
from 24 pads and produces an OR signal of these 24 channels. The ORs
of two contiguous FEAs are chained and sent to the FEAC. The FEAC
receives six ORs and sends them to the LTM. As a results each LTM gets
48 input signals. The architecture of the LTM allows to choose the trigger
segmentation at software level with high flexibility. Data from the 72 LTMs
are then sent to the CTTM which receives 3456 input signals.
In Tab. 2.2 the numbers, per SM and for the whole detector, of the TOF
relevant electronic devices are reported.
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Device Quantity/SM Total quantity
NINO 1092 19656
FEA 364 6552
FEAC 32 576
HPTDC 1140 20520
TRM 38 684
Custom crate 4 72
DRM 4 72
LTM 4 72
CPDM 2 36
ACM 5
CTTM 1
Table 2.2: Relevant TOF electronic devices. The amount installed on a SM
and the total amount for the whole detector are quoted.
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Chapter 3
Simulation, Reconstruction,
Calibration and Alignment
The aim of the ALICE experiment is the study of PbPb collisions to verify
the formation of a new phase of matter, the QGP. However it studies also
pp collisions as a reference for the PbPb ones, to tune Monte Carlo simula-
tions and to study the physics of these collisions in itself like the other LHC
experiments (ATLAS, CMS, LHCb) do. This is a challenge not only for the
hardware, but also for the software that has to be able to reconstruct events
with high precision and to efficiently analyse the data for physics studies. For
these purposes the ALICE oﬄine software framework, AliRoot [60], has been
developed. Being written in C++, its implementation is Object-Oriented.
Besides, it is based on the ROOT [61] framework which provides common
tools for the analysis of the high energy physics data. Another important
feature of the AliRoot software is the possibility to interface with AliEn, the
grid framework implemented by the ALICE collaboration1.
AliRoot is used in all the oﬄine processes like simulation, alignment,
calibration, reconstruction, visualization and analysis. Some details related to
the ALICE simulation and reconstruction procedures will be given in the first
two sections of this chapter while details on TOF calibration and alignment
will be reported in the last ones.
3.1 Event simulation
To evaluate the efficiency of the algorithms used to reconstruct and analyze
events and to find out which are the physical signals that can be detected, it
1Due to the great amount of data that ALICE has to process, distributed computing
(grid) is necessary.
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is necessary to perform Monte Carlo simulations of the interactions that are
espected to occur during a real collision. This includes the particles produced
in the collisions, their propagation inside ALICE and the detector response.
The problem is that the physical processes at the LHC energy are not com-
pletely understood, since the data available so far were obtained at lower
energies. Many theoretical models have been developed but they bring to
significantly different results (especially for PbPb collisions). At the simula-
tion level this means that not only one Monte Carlo generator exists, but
many, each of which is based on a different theoretical model producing dif-
ferent results. For this reason, by comparing real data with the simulations,
we can tune the Monte Carlo models so that they are able to reproduce
correctly the data.
Another issue in terms of simulations is that the simulation of events with
small cross section needs long time and huge computing resources to have a
statistics comparable with the real data. To solve these problems a dynamic
simulation framework has been developed. It includes the following options:
• interface to several external generators like HIJING [62], DPMJET [63],
PYTHIA [64], etc.;
• generation of underlying events, that are signal-free events in which the
pseudorapidity2 (η) and transverse momentum (pt) distributions and
the event multiplicity are external parameters to be set by the user.
These events are useful if η and pt distributions are known a priori or
to study the effect of the variation of these parameters;
• production of rare signals through external generators or internal parametrized
generators;
• combination of signals produced with different generators (cocktail);
• combination of underlying events and signal events on the primary
particle level (cocktail) or on the Digit (signal induced by the particles
on the detector) level (merging);
• generation of beam-gas and beam-halo events;
2The pseudorapidity is defined as follows:
η =
1
2
ln
p+ pL
p− pL = −ln[tg(
θ
2
)] (3.1)
with θ = angle between particle momentum and beam axis and pL = longitudinal mo-
mentum
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• modification of the generated particles’ momentum to introduce prede-
fined particle correlations (afterburners).
After the particle generation, the simulation framework has to reproduce
their propagation inside the detectors, the energy release in the active vol-
umes and the corresponding readout signal. At this stage different events
could be merged.
As already said, once the primary particles have been produced, it is nec-
essary to simulate their transport inside ALICE and the detectors’ response.
This means that the geometry of the ALICE experiment has to be described
in great detail and that also the particle decays have to be taken into ac-
count. A lot of different transport Monte Carlo packages are available such
as GEANT3 [66], GEANT4 [67], FLUKA [68]. To be able to use them in
the AliRoot framework, they have been interfaced with the ROOT Virtual
Monte Carlo abstract interface. Moreover, their native geometry modellers
have been replaced by the geometry modeller provided by ROOT. The simu-
lation of the ALICE detector geometry is performed with any of these three
transport codes defining appropriately the simulation configuration file3.
To give a realistic description of what happens to the particles propa-
gating inside the detectors, ALICE has to be described with great detail
not only with respect to the active, sensible volumes, but also to the ser-
vices, support structures, absorbers, beam pipe, etc. As a consequence, the
modular and hierarchical structure typical of ROOT volumes is used for
the ALICE simulation. When a geometry is created with ROOT, the first
step is the definition of the so-called universe volume inside which all the
necessary daughter volumes will be inserted. In ALICE, the top volume is
named ALIC. The first strip of SM0 of TOF is an object identified by the
path ALIC 1/B077 1/BSEGMO0 1/FTOA 0/FLTA 0/FSTR 1, where each
element refers to a node (a volume) contained in the previous one up to the
universe volume, ALIC.
In Fig. 3.1 a visualization of the ideal ALICE barrel structure, as de-
scribed in the geometry file built during simulation, is shown. Going deeper
in the hierarchical structure, the volumes inside ALIC 1/B077 1 are shown in
Fig. 3.2, the ones inside ALIC 1/B077 1/BSEGMO02 1 in Fig. 3.3 and the
ones in ALIC 1/B077 1/BSEGMO0 1/BTOF0 1 in Fig. 3.4. We can notice
that adding elements in the path is equivalent to looking at inner volumes.
The last step of the simulation process is the simulation of the interactions
3The configuration file is a macro running before the simulation starts. Here, the gener-
ators, the classes managing the decays, the Monte Carlo, the magnetic field, the geometry
and the fundamental parameters needed for the physical processes simulation are created
and configured.
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Figure 3.1: Global structure of the barrel of the ALICE experiment in the
r − φ plane as defined during simulation processes. r is the radius while φ
the angle respect to the x axis.
Figure 3.2: Visualization of the simulated volumes described by the path
ALIC 1/B077 1: prospective view (left) and front view in the r − φ plane
(right).
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Figure 3.3: Visualization of the simulated volumes described by the path
ALIC 1/B077 1/BSEGMO02 1. They correspond to a TOF and TRD SM:
prospective view (left) and front view in the r − φ plane (right).
Figure 3.4: Visualization of the simulated volumes described by the path
ALIC 1/B077 1/BSEGMO02 1/BTOF0 1. They correspond to the volumes
inside a SM.
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of the particles moving inside ALICE with the detectors, and in particular
with their sensible volumes in terms of deposition of a certain amount of
energy (Hit). At this stage, the detector response (Hit) is the ideal one,
obtained before the conversion of the signal from analogue to digital by the
front-end electronics. In this way SDigits are produced from Hits. They are
digital signals still without noise and with unrealistic thresholds so that they
can be summed up even when produced with different generators (merging
processes). Once noise and realistic thresholds are applied, the signals are
called Digits. The same physical information contained in the Digits can be
expressed in the Raw Data format that is the one given by the front-end
electronics during real data taking.
In the top part of Fig. 3.5 the schematic flow of the simulation process is
shown.
Figure 3.5: Schematic view of the simulation and reconstruction flow.
3.2 Event reconstruction
Both simulated and real events have to be reconstructed in order to ex-
tract the information needed for the physics analysis. The event reconstruc-
tion consists of different steps: cluster finding, primary vertex reconstruction,
track reconstruction, particle identification and secondary vertex reconstruc-
tion4. The input data can be Digits or Raw Data and the output ones are
4The secondary vertex are from V 0, cascade, kink-dacay topologies
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the so-called ESDs (Event Summary Data) containing reconstructed charged
particle tracks, V 0 decays (i.e. Λ → ppi), kinks (i.e. K → µν), and cascade
topologies (i.e. Ξ→ Λpi → ppipi). Besides, the ESDs include the information
on the global properties of the events. Before describing the reconstruction
procedure here are some useful definitions:
• cluster: group of Digits close in space or time that are supposed to be
produced by the same particle;
• space point: position where a particle is supposed to have crossed the
sensible volume of the detector. It can be obtained computing the center
of gravity of the corresponding cluster. When this is not possible, the
space points correspond to the geometrical centre of the fired sensible
volume. For example, in the TOF detector the space points are the
centre of the pad matched with the track;
• reconstructed track: it is defined by a set of five parameters which
characterize the trajectory, plus their covariance matrix;
• reference system: the ALICE global reference system (see Fig. 3.6) is
a right-handed system with the z axis along the beam line pointing in
the opposite side with respect to the muon spectrometer; the y axis
is vertical pointing upwards with the origin at the intersection of the
TPC middle plane with the z axis. In the reconstruction steps, the ITS,
TPC, TRD clusters and tracks are always defined in the local reference
frame of the volume they belong to (i.e. ITS module, TPC sector,. . . ).
These local reference systems follow the common convention to be right-
handed system with the same origin and the same z axis as the global
reference, and the x axis perpendicular to the sensible plane of the
volume. In this way a rotation around the z axis allows to go from the
local to the global reference system.
The first step of the reconstruction procedure is the local reconstruction.
During this stage, each detector can not exchange information with the oth-
ers and looks for clusters in its sensible volumes. The second step is the
primary vertex reconstruction using the clusters in the two ITS inner layers
(see Fig. 2.14). Finally the third one is the track reconstruction. Actually,
tracking and cluster finding are two interactive steps: the number and the
final position of the clusters are defined at the end of the tracking procedure
when superimposed clusters can be distinguished. This last step includes also
particle identification and secondary vertex reconstruction.
The track reconstruction methods are classified in two groups: the global
methods and the local ones, depending on how the information are used.
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Figure 3.6: ALICE global reference system with polar (θ) and azimuthal (φ)
angles.
In the global methods, all the measures are used at the same time and the
decision to include or not a measure is taken when all the information on
the track are known. Hough transform, templates and conformal mappings
are examples of global algorithms. The advantages of these kind of proce-
dure are the stability with respect to the noisy of the detectors and the easy
assessment of the space point errors. The disadvantage is that a theoretical
model able to describe with great precision the trajectories of the particles is
needed. Such model is often not available since stochastic processes that can
not be described analytically (like multiple scattering, unpredictable energy
loss due to disomogenity in the material, deflection of trajectory due to dis-
omogenity in the magnetic field,. . . ) are present. In the local reconstruction
procedures a global model for the tracks description is not needed since the
track parameters are estimated locally and the decision whether to accept or
not a measure is taken using the information coming from the points previ-
ously associated to the track. The advantage of such methods is that local
peculiarity can be taken into account in a easier way. The disadvantages are
that these are time demanding and considerably cpu consuming algorithms,
highly sensible to noise, to wrong measures and to wrong parametrizations
of the errors associated to a point. The ALICE tracking is based on one of
the most advanced local reconstruction methods: the kalman filter [69]. This
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algorithm has many advantages, among which:
• the recognition and fitting of a track can be done at the same time;
• wrong points (due to noise or coming from other tracks) can be excluded
directly during the tracking procedure (while in other methods this has
to be done in a subsequent step);
• multiple scattering and energy loss can be taken into account in a
simpler way than with global methods;
• the extrapolation of a track from a detector to another is easier.
In more details, the ALICE track reconstruction procedure based on
Kalman Filter, is made of the following steps: search of probable tracks in
the outer layer of the TPC (seeds); inner propagation to the TPC inner lay-
ers and to the ITS towards the primary vertex; re-propagation in the outer
direction towards, eventually, TRD, TOF and the other central detectors
(HMPID, PHOS); final inner extrapolation towards the primary vertex. In
the following, some details concerning these steps are given.
• At first, only the TPC clusters close to the outer layer are taken into
account and the possible tracks (seeds) are reconstructed as groups of
clusters that are supposed to have been produced by the same particle.
From these seeds, a first estimate of the track parameters is done but
it would be too rough to extrapolate in the outer detectors. At this
stage only the reconstruction of primary tracks is possible, imposing
that they point towards the primary vertex (as it was reconstructed by
the SPD after the local reconstruction).
• The next step is the propagation of the seeds found in the TPC towards
its inner radius, taking into account multiple scattering and energy
deposition in the hypothesis that all the particles are pions (being this
the most abundant particle specie that is expected to be produced).
In this phase more clusters are associated to the tracks, improving the
quality of their parameters. To decide which cluster to add, at each
propagation step a window is defined around the point where the track
is expected to be according to the parameters describing it (assuming
them to be correct), with size depending on the uncertainty on the
track position. Among all the clusters inside this window, the one with
the highest probability to belong to the track is added to it.
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• After the extrapolation to the inner TPC radius, the reconstruction in
the ITS starts, ending at the point which is the closest to the primary
vertex (in Fig. 3.7 the ITS prolongation efficiency is reported). During
this phase some ITS clusters are associated to the track improving
again the knowledge of its parameters. Due to the pt acceptance and the
dead zones of TPC detector, not all the ITS clusters are associated to
these tracks that have crossed the TPC. Hence an independent tracking
algorithm is then used to deal with the remaing ITS clusters. The tracks
reconstructed in this way are called ITS Stand-Alone (ITSsa) tracks
[70];
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Figure 3.7: ITS prolongation efficiency defined as the probability to prolong
a TPC track to ITS. The tracks that are prolonged in ITS are signed with
the flag ITSrefit. In other words, the plot shows the fraction of tracks suc-
cessfully prolonged to ITS over the total number of tracks that satisfy TPC
only quality cuts (|η| < 0.8, number of TPC clusters > 70, χ2/cluster< 4,
DCAxy< 2.4 cm and DCAz< 3.2 cm where DCA is the distance of closest
approach in the transverse plane (DCAxy) and in the z direction (DCAz)
defined using ony TPC information). By definition, due to these cuts, the
ITSsa tracks are excluded from this plot.
• To further improve the track parameters, a back-propagation to the
outermost layer of the ITS and then to the outermost radius of the
TPC is performed.
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• After reaching the outer TPC radius, the tracks are extrapolated in
the TRD where eventually other clusters are added to the track and
in this case an update of the track parameters is also done (for tracks
with pt > 200MeV/c).
• The tracks are then matched with TOF, HMPID and PHOS which
provide PID information but don’t update the track parameters.
• As last step, reconstructed tracks are re-fitted inwards to TRD, TPC
and ITS and are propagated towards the primary vertex reconstructed
by the SPD. Also the ITSsa tracks are re-fitted from the outer ITS layer
to the primary vertex (or the innermost point, if they are secondary
tracks);
• Once all the tracks have been reconstructed, they are used to find
secondary vertices. In fact, secondary verices can be defined also during
the tracking procedure to avoid that secondary particles are uselessly
prolonged till the primary vertex.
We have seen that the general track reconstruction procedure includes
ITS-TPC and ITSsa configurations. The ITSsa tracking capability is im-
portant both for the reconstruction of low-momentum particles that do not
reach TPC and for high-momentum particles that pass through the TPC
dead zones or decay between the ITS and the TPC. Optionally, the ITSsa
tracker can be configured to take into account all ITS points (also those al-
ready used by the ITS-TPC tracker). In this case the tracks are flagged as
ITSpureSA. These tracks are useful for the ITS/TPC relative alignment pro-
cedure which is based on the comparison of the track parameters computed
for both the ITS and the TPC stand-alone track segments. In the following,
we will refer to the tracks reconstructed with both ITS and TPC as “global
tracks”, and to the ones reconstructed by the ITSsa algorithm as “ITSsa
tracks”.
3.3 TOF calibration and alignment
During the outer propagation step of the tracking procedure, the tracks are
extrapolated until the TOF sensitive layer and a track matching window (on
the TOF layer) of 3 cm in PbPb interactions and 10 cm in pp collisions is
open around this crossing point5. All TOF clusters inside the track matching
5The difference between the two window sizes is related to the different track multi-
plicity in pp and PbPb collisions
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window are collected and the one closest to the crossing point between the
track prolongation and the TOF sensitive layer is associated to the track. At
this moment, the time-of-flight measured by the TOF detector is associated
to the track. To improve the TOF performance, the TOF track matching
efficiency6 has to be as high as possible, while keeping the number of mis-
matched tracks7 as small as possible. At the same time, the definition of the
time-of-flight has to be know with the best possible resolution. To reach this
goal, the calibration and alignment of the TOF detector are of fundamental
importance.
3.3.1 TOF Calibration
If TOF was an ideal detector, the distribution of the difference ∆t˜ = t˜TOF −
texp between the time-of-flight measured by TOF (t˜TOF ) and the expected
time defined during the track reconstruction (texp)
8 should be centered at
zero. In reality, such distribution is shifted from zero due to a number of
reasons. The LHC clock and the bunches circulating in the accelerator are
perfectly synchronized in the radiofrequency cavity, but since the first one
propagates in the optical fibre, while the second travels in vacuum and the
radiofrequency cavity is quite far from ALICE, they are no more synchronized
when they reach ALICE. The difference in the arrival times is not constant
but it is function of the temperature9. Since the TOF times are measured with
respect to the LHC clock, they have to be realigned with the bunch crossing,
to be then compared to the expected times texp. This shift, which we refer
to as t0F ill, is common to all the TOF channels and has to be defined for
each fill from the t˜TOF − texp distribution. In practice, the t0F ill corresponds
to the mean of the gaussian fit to the t˜TOF − texp distribution.
In addition to this common phase, other factors contribute to the desyn-
chronization of the TOF time signals coming from different channels, biasing
the measured times-of-flight. They are for example related to delays in the
front-end cards, the clock time distribution on each sector, etc. Some of this
shifts (tcalib1) are known a-priori (i.e. the delays due to the different length of
the cables were measured in laboratory before the TOF assembly) and can
be easily subtracted to the t˜TOF of the corresponding channel. To take into
account any other unknown deviations of the t˜TOF with respect to the actual
time, a global correction tcalib2 is applied to every readout channel. Since
6The TOF track matching efficiency is defined as the number of tracks matched with
TOF over the number of tracks reconstructed by the TPC.
7Mismatched tracks are tracks matched with a wrong TOF hit.
8For a detailed definition of texp see $5.2, eq. 5.2.
9A change of the temperature produces a change of the speed in the optical fibre.
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the corrected value for the time-of-flight measurements can be expressed as
tTOF = t˜TOF − t0F ill − tcalib1 − tcalib2, tcalib2 can be determined getting the
mean value of the gaussian fit of the ∆t = tTOF − texp distribution.
Another channel by channel factor which needs to be considered is the
time slewing effect caused by the finite amount of charge necessary to trigger
the discriminator (signal over threshold). This is done fitting with a 5-th order
polynomial function the distribution of t˜TOF versus the time over threshold
(ToT).
After the above mentioned calibration steps, the distribution of ∆t =
t˜TOF − t0fill − tcalib1− t0calib2 − ttime−slewing − texp should be centered at zero
for each channel10. In the following sections and chapters we will name tTOF
the calibrated TOF signal.
3.3.2 TOF alignment
Since one of the main tools for the ALICE physics program is particle iden-
tification, all the parameters that influence the experiment PID performance
have to be optimized. Among these, as far as the TOF detector is concerned,
there are the matching efficiency, the computation of the expected times and
obviously the measurement of the TOF time-of-flight. Both the first two pa-
rameters are affected by the TOF misalignment, that is the displacement of
the TOF sensible volumes with respect to their ideal position. If during the
reconstruction procedure the true TOF geometry is not known, and the ideal
one or a wrong one is used, the tracks will be likely to be extrapolated to
the wrong TOF volume, resulting in a decrease in the matching efficiency11,
while, obviously, the matching with wrong TOF hits will increase. Moreover
the computation of the track length will be wrong and consequently also
the definition of the expected times. Due to this the alignment of the TOF
detector is fundamental to guarantee an optimal performance of the TOF
PID. In this section some details and results about the TOF alignment will
be presented.
Ideal and real geometry
The actual positions of the TOF volumes are different from the ideal ones
defined at the planning stage mainly because of the deformation of the space
frame (due to the ALICE weight) and the mechanical tolerances. Hence it
10The TOF resolution will be further improved once also the time walk effect will be
taken into account in the calibration procedure.
11To give a feeling of the scale of the effect, on simulated events it was found that a z
misalignment of 1 cm causes a 5% decreasing in the matching efficiency.
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is necessary to determine these real positions or, equivalently, the misalign-
ments with respect to the ideal ones, to be able to use the correct geometry
in the event reconstruction procedure. These displacements are defined by
six parameters: three translations (∆x,∆y,∆z) in the x, y, z directions and
three Euler angles (∆ψ,∆θ,∆φ) that define a rotation in the “active roll-
pitch-yaw” convention12 (see Fig. 3.8). This procedure is simplified by the
use of the ROOT geometry package which describes complex volumes with
a modular and hierarchical structure: the single parts of an object are dealt
with as simple volumes, and positioned inside or with respect to each other.
As a results, when moving a volume the positions of all the ones inside it will
change accordingly.
In this context, a volume for which it is possible to define the real position
or better the displacements with respect to the ideal one (thanks to the
alignment procedure) in global or local coordinates13 is called “alignable”.
Figure 3.8: Euler angles in the “roll-pitch-yaw” convention.
The TOF alignable volumes are 1611: 18 SMs (alignable non sensitive
volumes) and 1593 strips (alignable sensitive volumes).
12∆ψ (yaw) is a rotation around the z axis, ∆θ (pitch) is a rotation around the new y
axis and ∆φ (roll) is a rotation around the last x axis. “Active” means that if the rotation
matrix is applied to the ideal coordinates of a point, the misaligned position is obtained
(local-to-global transformation).
13Global coordinates are defined with respect to the global ALICE reference system
while local ones refer to the mother coordinate system.
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Track alignment procedure
The TOF alignment procedure is track based and developed within the AL-
ICE software alignment framework. With this method it is possible both to
align strip by strip (each strip can have a different misalignment matrix)
to take into account the relative displacement between them, and to align
groups of strips (all the strips belonging to the group have the same mis-
alignment matrix) considered as a single rigid object. For example we can
suppose that only the SMs can move, while the strips inside them are fixed
with respect to it. As already said, the alignment algorithm is based on the
track reconstruction and gives the possibility to define misalignment matri-
ces from the residuals between the extrapolated track-point on the sensitive
TOF layer and the matched TOF space point. In this way, the TOF becomes
aligned with respect to the inner tracking detectors that are supposed to have
been previously aligned. In general, once the volumes we want to align and
those with respect to which we align are defined, the procedure steps to be
run for every volume or group of volumes to be aligned are the following:
• loading of the most updated ALICE geometry configuration (if it is the
first time that we align a detector, its geometry is the ideal one);
• selection of the reconstructed tracks with at least one track-point in
the volume to be aligned and which satisfy the user requirements (e.g.
minimum and maximum momentum, minimum number of ITS clus-
ters,. . . );
• fast reconstruction of the selected tracks using only the track-points
belonging to the volumes respect to which we want to align;
• extrapolation of the fast reconstructed tracks till the TOF layer. At the
end of this step two TOF points are associated to each track: one is the
extrapolated point and the other one is the TOF space-point matched
with the track during the global tracking procedure;
• computation for each track of the distance between the couple of points
associated to it during the previous step(residual);
• looking for the displacement of the volume to be aligned that minimizes
these residuals. These are the alignment parameters associated to the
volume.
It is evident that the performance of this algorithm are deeply connected
with the precision of the reconstruction and extrapolation procedures. In
the alignment framework the track reconstruction in presence of a magnetic
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field is performed with a dedicated track fitting algorithm, the Riemann
Fitter, based on the Riemann sphere formalism [71, 72, 73]. For the residuals’
analysis and minimization, three different methods are available: Fast, Linear
and Chi2. They all minimize the χ2 function in eq. 3.2; the differences among
them are related to the level of approximation of the solution.
χ2(∆x,∆y,∆z,∆ψ,∆θ,∆φ) =
N∑
i=1
(ye − f(yi,∆x,∆y,∆z,∆ψ,∆θ,∆φ))2
σ(ye)2 + (df/dy)2σ(yi)2
.
(3.2)
The Chi2 method allows to find a numerical solution to the alignment
equation relying on the MINUIT package [74]. The other methods make the
approximation of small rotations and traslations, hence reducing the rotation
roll-pitch-yaw matrix: cos θ cosφ − cos θ sin φ sin θsinψ sin θ cos θ + cosψ sinφ − sinψ sin θ sinφ+ cosψ cosφ − cos θ sinψ
− cosψ sin θ cos φ+ sinψ sinφ cosψ sin θ sinφ+ sinψ cosφ cos θ cosψ

to the following one:  1 −φ θφ 1 −ψ
−θ ψ 1

The Linear procedure uses a ROOT-based method that fits points with
a linear combination of known functions. Actually the function is an hyper-
plane in six dimensions. The Fast method is instead based on simple matrix
calculations. The comparison of the three different methods14 led to the con-
clusion that the best-performing minimization algorithm is the Linear one.
For this reason, the track based TOF alignment was chosen to use the Rie-
mann algorithm for the track reconstruction and the Linear approach for
residuals minimization15.
TOF alignment: some details
The first TOF alignment was performed in November 2009 with cosmic ray
data. Due to the particular topology of these events where tracks come mostly
14The check was done by introducing a known misalignment in the TOF SMs. Events
were simulated with this new geometry, reconstructed with the ideal one and the alignment
procedure was applied to determine which minimizing method computes the alignment
parameters the closest to the introduced ones.
15All the results reported later in this chapter were obtained with a procedure based on
these algorithms.
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from the vertical direction, the statistics on SM 0-17-8-9 was not enough to
determine reliable alignment parameters on these SMs. We hence decided to
complete the alignment with pp data. In January 2010 the TOF alignment
procedure was optimized and applied to
√
s = 900GeV pp data. Due to the
fact that, after that, the ITS and TPC detector (with respect to which the
TOF needs to be aligned) produced new alignment objects, we needed to
re-align the TOF detector taking into account the new geometry of the inner
tracking systems. On 27 January 2010 two SMs were moved to recover some
front-end cards, so a further alignment was done using the
√
s = 7TeV pp
data. Since on January 2012 other SMs will be moved and other TRD SMs
will be installed, with the consequent modification of the space frame geom-
etry, a new alignment will be carried out with the first 2012 pp data. A more
frequent alignment procedure is not necessary because the TOF detector does
not undergo significant displacements apart from what mentioned above. In-
deed, on 2011 data where no alignment was performed, it was found that
the residuals between the matched TOF space points and the extrapolated
track-points were stable and very limited.
In the following, the alignment results from spring 2010 are reported.
These results were obtained with ∼ 430000 Minimum Bias events collected
in pp collisions16 at
√
s = 7TeV in April 2010. The tracks were selected
requiring a matched space point in the TOF volume, at least 2 points in the
ITS, at least 80 clusters in the TPC, a maximum DCA to the vertex in both
z and xy directions of 3 cm and 0.5 < p < 5 GeV/c. A wide momentum range
can be accepted since the alignment performance has small dependence from
the track momentum17.
Since it is more probable to have a displacement of a whole SM (especially
in the z direction) from its ideal position in the space frame, rather than a
shift of a strip inside the module, I decided to align SM by SM. This means
that I treated the SM as a rigid object. Consequently, the alignment matrices
of all the strips belonging to are the same.
To sum up, the alignment procedure was performed 18 times (one for
each SM) selecting tracks with a matched hit on the TOF SM to be aligned,
reconstructing them using only the TPC clusters, extrapolating them till
the TOF layer, and finally getting the SM alignment matrix minimizing the
residuals.
As already said, I used the Riemann fitting procedure and the Linear
16Due to the low multiplicity environment, pp collisions are more suited for alignment
purposes than PbPb collisions.
17Actually a small improvement of the performance with increasing track momentum
was observed since the multiple scattering becomes less important at higher p and the
extrapolation procedure is more reliable. The effect is anyway small.
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minimizing algorithm. This was done in an iterative way: at each cycle the
alignment matrices computed in the previous ones were applied to the vol-
umes and the residual parameters were found out after a new extrapolation
and minimization step. The final alignment matrix is hence the product of
all the ones computed during each cycles. Fig. 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11 show the
cumulative parameters (top) and the residual ones (bottom) versus the itera-
tion cycle, where the cumulative parameter at interation i is the one obtained
from the product of the matrices computed in the i− 1 previous cycles, and
the residual parameter is the one computed at cycle i. The parameters refer
to SM0, but similar results were obtained for all the other SMs. As one can
see, after 10 iterations the cumulative parameters reach a plateau value and
the residual ones are consistent with zero. This means that after 10 itera-
tions the x, y and z residuals have a distribution perfectly centered on zero.
In Fig. 3.12, 3.13 and 3.14 the x, y and z residuals are shown as a function
of the strip number before the alignment procedure (left) and after 10 cycles
(right).
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Figure 3.9: ∆x (left) and ∆y (right) cumulative parameters (top) and residual
parameters (bottom) as a function of the number of iterations.
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Figure 3.10: ∆z (left) and ∆ψ (right) cumulative parameters (top) and resid-
ual parameters (bottom) as a function of the number of iterations.
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Figure 3.12: Residuals between the extrapolated point and the TOF track-
point in the x direction before the alignment procedure (left) and after 10
iterations (right) as a function of the strip number.
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Figure 3.13: Residuals between the extrapolated point and the TOF track-
point in the y direction before the alignment procedure (left) and after 10
iterations (right) as a function of the strip number.
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Figure 3.14: Residuals between the extrapolated point and the TOF track-
point in the z direction before the alignment procedure (left) and after 10
iterations (right) as a function of the strip number.
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At the end of the alignment procedure we have 18 aligned matrices, one
for each SM. We can apply these matrices to the SM volumes to get the
aligned geometry. Infact, the TOF alignment objects obtained during the
alignment procedure are used as part of the AliRoot software every time the
geometry is used for simulation / reconstruction purposes: these objects have
to be applied to the ideal geometry in order to describe the real one.
To have an idea of the TOF misalignment with respect to the ideal condi-
tions, in Fig. 3.15, 3.16 and 3.17 a frontal (z ∼ +360 cm), central (z = 0 cm)
and back (z ∼ -360 cm) TOF sections are shown in the x−y plane projection.
The black points represent the ideal pad positions, while the red ones are the
positions in the real geometry. To emphasize the difference, the red points
are magnified by 10, following the expression: ideal+(misaligned-ideal)*10.
The effect due to the deformations induced in the space frame by the weight
of the ALICE detectors is clearly visible.
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Figure 3.15: Frontal TOF section (z ∼ +360 cm). The black points are the
pad positions in the ideal geometry while the red ones are the true positions
in the real geometry. They are magnified by 10 according to the expression:
ideal+(misaligned-ideal)*10.
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Figure 3.16: Central TOF section (z = 0 cm). The black points are the
pad positions in the ideal geometry while the red ones are the true posi-
tions in the real geometry. They are magnified by 10 according to the ex-
pression: ideal+(misaligned-ideal)*10. The missing points correspond to the
three missing central modules in the PHOS region.
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Figure 3.17: Back TOF section (z ∼ - 360 cm). The black points are the
pad positions in the ideal geometry while the red ones are the true positions
in the emphasize real geometry. They are magnified by 10 according to the
expression: ideal+(misaligned-ideal)*10.
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In Fig. 3.18, 3.19 and 3.20 the displacements of the aligned positions
(computed with the alignment algorithm) of the central pad of each strip of
a SM in x, y and z direction with respect to the ideal ones are shown. Each
color corresponds to a SM. It is evident that the main displacements are in z
direction. Their size varies SM by SM, with a miximum deviation of ∼ 4 cm.
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Figure 3.18: Displacements along the x direction of the aligned positions
computed with the alignment algorithm with respect to the ideal ones. Each
point represent the central pad of each strip of a SM . Each color correspond
to a different SM.
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Figure 3.19: Displacements along the x direction of the aligned positions
computed with the alignment algorithm with respect to the ideal ones. Each
point represent the central pad of each strip of a SM . Each color correspond
to a different SM.
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Figure 3.20: Displacements along the x direction of the aligned positions
computed with the alignment algorithm with respect to the ideal ones. Each
point represent the central pad of each strip of a SM . Each color correspond
to a different SM.
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Chapter 4
TOF PID: matching efficiency
and time-zero of the event
The reconstruction of particle spectra, necessary to access the thermal param-
eters of the system created in heavy-ion collisions at the kinetic and chemical
freeze-out, relys on the capability of the ALICE experiment to identify parti-
cles following three different approaches: topological identification, invariant
mass fit and use of dedicated PID detectors. The first two approaches are
mainly used for weak decays, resonances and kaons decaying in the active
volume of the tracking system (“kinks”). In these cases the PID detectors
can be used to improve the signal over background ratio, without any loss
of the actual signal, by means of “compatibility cuts” with the PID signal
(e.g. requiring that the dE/dx signals of the kaons in a φ → KK candidate
are within 3 sigmas from the expected value). The ALICE barrel detectors
for particle identification are ITS, TPC, TRD, TOF and HMPID, which ex-
ploit different PID techniques over complementary pt ranges. Usually, for all
detectors, in the regions where a clean separation between different particles
species is possible, a track-by-track PID is feasible. On the other hand, a
statistical unfolding procedure has to be used in the regions of limited sepa-
ration (e.g. in the relativistic rise of the TPC signal or at high momenta in
the case of TOF).
An example of the ALICE PID is kaon identification. This can be done
in three different ways:
• direct PID of charged K using one of the PID detectors
• topological reconstruction of neutral K in K0 → pi+pi− decays, which
are called “V 0 decays”
• charged K decays, as K± → µ±ν, which are called “kinks”
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All these analyses provide compatible results in terms of kaon identification,
as can be seen in Fig. 4.1. Here, the charged kaon spectra obtained from
the combined ITS, TPC and TOF analysis, the one from the kink topology
reconstruction and the K0s spectra obtained in pp collisions at
√
s = 900GeV
are shown (see [75]).
Figure 4.1: Comparison between the K0s spectra, the charged kaon spectra
obtained with the combined ITS, TPC and TOF analysis, and the one from
the kink topology study.
In this chapter some information on the PID performance of the detectors
used for the ALICE spectra analysis (ITS, TPC, TOF and HMPID) will be
given. We will focus our attention on the TOF detector, giving details on
the two main factors, after the TOF detector time resolution, that define its
PID performance, namely the matching efficiency and the computation of
the time-zero of the events.
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4.1 Particle identification with the ITS de-
tector
The four outer layers of the ITS detector are characterized by analogue read-
out and can therefore be used for PID. In particular, with these detectors
we can identify charged particles on the basis of up to 4 measurements of
the specific energy loss (dE/dx) in the non-relativistic (1/β2) region, with
a resolution of σdE/dx ∼ 10 − 15%. In Fig. 4.2 the dE/dx information of
charged particles provided by the ITS detector is shown as a function of the
momentum as reconstructed by the ITS. Here only ITSsa tracks are taken
into account. The black lines correspond to the Bethe-Bloch parametrization
of the detector response. The bands for charged hadrons are clearly visible.
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Figure 4.2: ITS dE/dx of charged particles (from ITS standalone tracks) as
a function of their momentum reconstructed by the ITS. The results corre-
spond to pp collisions at
√
s = 7TeV. The black lines are the Bethe-Bloch
parametrization of the detector response.
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4.2 Particle identification with the TPC de-
tector
The TPC detector can provide up to 159 measurements of the specific energy
loss dE/dx with a resolution of σdE/dx ∼ 5%, extending the particle identifi-
cation to momenta higher than those covered by the ITS detector. Moreover,
PID with the TPC can be carried out in the relativistic rise region up to
50 − 100 GeV/c in momentum, on a statistical basis. In Fig. 4.3 the TPC
dE/dx distribution as a function of momentum is shown. Global tracks have
been analyzed. The lines are the Bethe-Bloch parametrization of the detector
response. The bands for e, pi, K and p and deuterons are clearly visible.
Figure 4.3: TPC dE/dx distribution as a function of momentum in pp col-
lisions at
√
s = 7TeV. The black lines are the Bethe-Bloch parametrization
of the detector response.
4.3 Particle identification with the HMPID
detector
The HMPID detector detects the Cherenkov photons emitted by fast charged
particles traversing the radiator. The reconstruction of the cherenkov angles
allows to provide charged hadrons PID for momenta higher than 1.5 GeV/c.
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In Fig. 4.4 the Cherenkov angle as a function of momentum for global tracks
in pp collisions at
√
s = 7TeV is shown. The black lines are the theoretical
values of the Cherenkov angles as a function of the track momentum for pion,
kaon and proton mass hypotheses.
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Figure 4.4: HMPID Cherenkov angle as a function of momentum in pp colli-
sions at
√
s = 7TeV. The black lines are the theoretical values of the angles
for the pion, kaon and proton mass hypotheses.
The HMPID is able to distinguish kaons from protons within 3σ (2σ) up
to pt = 5GeV/c (pt = 6GeV/c) and pions from kaons within 3σ (2σ) up
to pt = 3GeV/c (pt = 4GeV/c), extending the reach in pt of the ALICE
particle identification with respect to using the ITS, TPC and TOF detector
only. This can be seen from Fig. 4.5 where the HMPID pi/K and K/p nσ
separation as a function of transverse momentum is shown.
4.4 Particle identification with the TOF de-
tector
To identify a particle it is necessary to know both its charge and its mass. The
mass can be computed using at least two kinematic variables which depend
on it. Usually, one of these is the momentum that, in ALICE, is determined
by ITS and TPC from the radius of curvature of the track in the magnetic
field. The second variable can be the energy loss (dE/dx), the Cherenkov
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Figure 4.5: HMPID pi/K and K/p nσ separation as a function of transverse
momentum. The σ’s have been estimated performing the fit with 3 gaussian
functions (for pions, kaons and protons) of the Cherenkov angle distribution
in each pt bin.
angle or the velocity of the particle defined as the ratio between the length
of the trajectory L and its time-of-flight t. In the latter case, for example,
being p the momentum associated to the track, then its mass m is:
m = p
√
t2
L2
− 1 (4.1)
The resolution of the mass depends on three terms, that are functions of the
resolution on the momentum, on the time-of-flight and on the track path
length:
∂m
∂p
1
m
=
δp
p
(4.2)
∂m
∂t
1
m
=
(
E
m
)2
δt
t
(4.3)
∂m
∂L
1
m
=
(
E
m
)2
δL
L
(4.4)
Square-summing these three terms we get
δm2 = (
m
p
)2δp2 +
p2 +m2
t2
δt2 +
p2 +m2
L2
δL2 (4.5)
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from which we can see that, if p ≫ m, the mass resolution is mainly deter-
mined by the resolution on the time-of-flight and on the track length.
By definition and from eq. 4.1, if we want to distinguish two particles
with the same p and L but with different masses, it is necessary that the
difference between the two time-of-flights is larger than the resolution. The
difference between the time-of-flight of two different particles with same p
and L is:
∆t =
L
2c
m21 −m22
p2
(4.6)
The capability to distinguish these two particles can be expressed in terms
of number of sigma:
n =
∆t
δt
=
L(m21 −m22)
2cp2δt
. (4.7)
where δt is the time resolution. Fig. 4.6 shows the ∆t difference as a function
of p between the pi and K and between the K and p time-of-flights for a track
path length of 4 m. We can see that in order to have a 3σ pi/K separation
up to 2.5 GeV/c the overall time resolution has to be better than 100 ps.
Figure 4.6: Difference between the time-of-flights for pi/K and K/p with the
same p and a track length of 4 m, as a function of momentum.
The ALICE TOF detector identifies particles using their time-of-flight
i.e. the time it takes them to travel from the primary vertex to the TOF
sensible layer. The TOF total time resolution σTOF is the sum of different
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contributions:
σ2TOF = σ
2
MRPC + 2σ
2
TDC + σ
2
Clock + 2σ
2
ClTRM + σ
2
FEE + σ
2
Cal (4.8)
where σMRPC is the MRPC intrinsic time resolution (σMRPC ∼ 45 ps), σTDC
is the TDC resolution (σTDC ∼ 20 ps), σClock e σClTRM are the resolutions
related to the fluctuation of the clock signal (σClock ∼ 15 ps) and its dis-
tribution towards the front-end cards (σClTRM ∼ 10 ps), σFEE is related to
the jitter of the front-end electronics (σFEE ∼ 10 ps) and σcal is defined by
the uncertainty on the residual channel calibration and on the time slewing
effect.
As said before, the time-of-flight used to identify a particle is the time it
takes it to travel from the primary vertex to the TOF sensible layer. On top
of this, one should have in mind that the TOF detector measures the time
with respect to the LHC clock. Since the bunches have a small but finite
size and we don’t know which of the particles in the bunches have collided,
the actual time of the collision may differ from the nominal beam crossing
by a time that is related to the size of the bunches1. Therefore, the event
time has to be measured on an event-by-event basis and subtracted to the
measured TOF time tTOF . In the following, we will refer to the event time
as time-zero (t0) of the event. The time-of-flight t taken to travel from the
primary vertex to the TOF layer is actually tTOF − t0 and the total time
resolution is therefore:
σ2t = σ
2
TOF + σ
2
t0 (4.9)
Obviously, the smaller the total time resolution, the better the PID per-
formance. This means that both the TOF time resolution (σTOF ) and the
time-zero resolution (σt0) have to be as small as possible. Once the TOF
detector has been built, all the hardware contributions to the resolution are
fixed and σTOF can be reduced only improving the calibration (see eq. 4.8).
σT0 is instead deeply related to the way it is computed and to the multiplicity
of the event.
Due to its fundamental role in the PID procedure, I will show some prop-
erties of the t0 in $ 4.6. In $ 4.5 I will describe another important parameter
for the TOF PID performance, i.e. the matching efficiency, which is the frac-
tion of global tracks matched with a TOF signal and on which the TOF PID
can be applied.
It is important now to point out that, since the TOF can measure the
time only with respect to the LHC clock (or to the event time when the t0
1This would be true even if the bunch crossing would be synchronized with the LHC
clock.
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is subtracted), it can identify only particles produced at the primary ver-
tex, that is both primary particles and particles coming from the decay of
resonances with really short mean life time (like ∆++, φ, . . .). Since these res-
onances decay in the beam pipe, the decay products can not be distinguished
from primary particles.
All the results I will show in the next sections of this chapter were obtained
from pp data. The events I selected and analyzed were triggered by the
BPTXs on bunch crossing, they were not flagged as beam-gas by either V0A
or V0C, they were not flagged as beam-gas from the correlation between
the SPD clusters and tracklets and they are Minimum Bias (MB) events.
In addition, I required also that the selected events have a primary vertex
reconstructed with global tracks or, if it is not available, using only the
SPD information. This additional cut removes ∼ 10% of the MB events that
satisfy the previous requirements. In each event, quality cuts were applied
on the tracks, so that only primary particles in the TOF acceptance (central
pseudorapidity region) were selected and used in the analysis. In detail, the
following track cuts were defined:
• |η| < 0.9;
• at least 70 clusters in the TPC;
• χ2 per TPC cluster smaller than 4;
• no kink daughters;
• succesfull inward ITS and TPC refit in the reconstruction procedure;
• pt-dependent transverse impact parameter (DCAxy) cut (smaller than
7σ from the current vertex resolution);
• at least 1 cluster in SPD;
• impact parameter in the beam direction (DCAz) smaller than 2 cm.
In the following sections I will name “standard cuts” the ones listed above.
The results shown hereafter were obtained from ∼ 3.5 millions events. The
same was anyway found on the full pp statistics at 7 TeV used for the iden-
tified particle transverse momentum spectra analysis.
4.5 TOF matching efficiency
To improve the TOF PID performance, the number of particles that can be
identified through the time-of-flight procedure has to be maximized. This
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means that the matching efficiency (Effmatch) defined as the number of
tracks matched with a TOF hit over the number of tracks reconstructed
by the TPC has to be as high as possible. At the same time, the number of
mismatched tracks, that is the tracks matched with a wrong TOF hit, has
to be minimized.
As already explained in $ 3.3.2, during the outer propagation step of the
reconstruction procedure, the tracks are extrapolated till the TOF sensible
surface and a matching window (on the TOF layer) of 3 cm in PbPb inter-
actions2 and 10 cm in pp collisions is opened around this crossing point. All
the TOF clusters inside this matching window are collected. As a first step
the algorithm checks if the extrapolated track-point on TOF is inside a pad
which gave a signal. If this condition is not satisfied it looks for the closest
fired pad within the matching window to be matched with the global track.
It is easy to understand that Effmatch depends on the quality of the track-
ing and of the extrapolating procedure, on the correct alignment of the TOF
detector (see $ 3.3.2), on the noise level of the TOF readout electronics (fake
hits due to the noise can be associated to real tracks) and on the fraction of
readout TOF channels that are not enabled during data taking.
A first estimate of the quality of the matching algorithm can be obtained
looking at the distance between the extrapolated track-point at the TOF
layer and the center of the pad containing the matched hit (TOF space
point). Fig. 4.7 and 4.8 show such distance in the x and z directions in the
pad local reference frame3 (∆Xpad and ∆Zpad). The red lines correspond to
the pad size in x and z. The fact that the residuals are mainly distributed
within the pad size means that the tracks are mainly matched with hits on the
TOF pad that was crossed by the track extrapolation. We notice also that the
residuals are centered at zero and have a symmetrical distribution showing
that the detector is correctly aligned and that the reconstruction procedure
works correctly. In Fig. 4.9 ∆Zpad is shown as a function of ∆Xpad. The pad
shape between [-1.25;1.25] cm in x and [-1.75;1.75] cm in z is clearly visible,
with few entries around it (note the color scale), within a radius of 10 cm.
In the top panel of Fig. 4.10 the matching efficiency as a function of the
transverse momentum for positive (red), negative (blue) and total (green)
particles is shown. Due to the presence of the magnetic field which deflects
charged particles, Effmatch at pt < 0.5GeV/c drops quickly. At higher mo-
menta where the multiple scattering becomes less important, it increases
smoothly. Since at pt < 0.5GeV/c Effmatch is quite low and a little varia-
2For ultra-peripheral events (defined as those events with no more than 10 tracks
reconstructed in the TPC) the matching window is increased up to 10 cm.
3In the pad local reference frame the x direction is along the pad shortest side while
the z direction is along the longest one.
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Figure 4.7: Distance in the x direction in the pad reference frame between
the extrapolated track-point on the TOF layer and the TOF space point.
The red lines correspond to the pad size along x.
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Figure 4.8: Distance in the z direction in the pad reference frame between
the extrapolated track-point on the TOF layer and the TOF space point.
The red lines correspond to the pad size along z.
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Figure 4.9: Distance along the x and z direction in the pad reference frame
between the extrapolated track-point on the TOF layer and the TOF space
point. The pad shape (2.5× 3.5 cm) is clearly visible.
tion in the track momenta can cause a significant variation in Effmatch, only
tracks with pt > 0.5GeV/c are considered for the TOF analyses.
We remind here that the value of the matching efficiency is not only due
to the efficiency of the matching algorithm that is larger than 95% but it is
also due to the magnetic field at low pt, the interaction of the particles with
the material in front of the TOF detector, the dead and noisy channels, the
dead zones in the detector which limit the geometrical acceptance and the
intrinsic MRPC efficiency.
In the bottom panel of Fig. 4.10, the ratio between the matching efficiency
for positive and negative particles is shown. Since for pt > 0.5GeV/c it is flat,
the systematic effects related to the charge of the particles can be neglected.
In the top panel of Fig. 4.11 Effmatch as a function of η is shown. The
left panel illustrate the case when no cuts on the track momentum were
applied, while in the right one only tracks with pt > 0.5GeV/c were taken
into account. As a results, the distributions on the left side are characterized
by values that are systematically lower than those on the right side. The dip
in Effmatch in the central rapidity region is due to the absence of three central
TOF modules in front of the PHOS spectrometer, while at higher η values
the matching efficiency drops as a consequence of the barrel geometrical
acceptance. In the bottom panels the ratio between the matching efficiency
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Figure 4.10: Top: matching efficiency for positive (red), negative (blue) and
all positive and negative (green) particles as a function of pt. Bottom: ratio
between the matching efficiency of positive and negative particles.
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of positive and negative particles is shown.
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Figure 4.11: Effmatch as a function of η. The left panel includes all the tracks
passing the quality cuts, while for the right panel, a cut on pt > 0.5GeV/c
was applied. In the bottom panels the ratios between the matching efficiency
of positive and negative particles are shown.
An important check to evaluate the effect of the material budget (and so
of the multiple scattering) would be the comparison of the matching efficiency
in the TOF sectors where the TRD modules are present (in such case the
material budget that the tracks have to cross to reach the TOF is higher)
and in the ones where they are absent4. Since the global track parameters are
computed at the primary vertex and because of the presence of the magnetic
field, there is no correspondence between the azimuthal angle φ of a track
(at the primary vertex) and the φ at TOF which would allow to determine
the TOF sector used for the matching. The only information that can be
used are the parameters computed at the last track-point inside a tracking
detector (ITS or TPC). In the following we will refer to the azimuthal angle
at this point as φout. In Fig. 4.12 Effmatch as a function of φout is shown.
The violet lines divide the regions with and without TRD modules5. An
4At the time when these data where taken, only 7 TRD modules were installed. They
were SM 0, 1, 7, 8, 9, 10, 17.
5This separation would be exact if φout was computed at the inner TOF surface.
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increasing/decreasing trend in the region with/without TRD is visible but,
due to the magnetic field and the distance between the last track space-
point inside a tracking detector and the TOF layer, as already said, the
correspondence between φout and the TOF SM is not perfect. These are
also the reasons for the difference observed in Effmatch between negative
and positive particles. We note finally that the low values of Effmatch for
260 < φout < 320 are due to the fact that they correspond to SMs 13, 14 and
15, that are the ones without the TOF central module (in correspondence of
the PHOS region).
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Figure 4.12: Effmatch as a function of φout. The violet lines guide the eye to
the regions with and without TRD modules.
To verify that the matching efficiency is correctly reproduced in the Monte
Carlo, in Fig. 4.13 Effmatch for positive, negative and inclusive particles both
in data and Monte Carlo is shown. As we can see from the bottom plot, the
Effmatch on data is a few percent (2 − 4%) higher than the Monte Carlo
one. This is due to the fact that the pad efficiency was simulated as 2% lower
than the real one.
If we compare Effmatch in data and Monte Carlo as a function of η
and φout the same level of agreement is observed. One can conclude that the
Monte Carlo matching efficiency for positive, negative and inclusive particles,
reproduces the measured one within a few percent. This residual difference
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Figure 4.13: Comparison between the matching efficiency obtained from data
(solid line) and Monte Carlo (dotted line) for positive (red line), negative
(blue line) and inclusive (green line) particles.
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can be considered as part of the systematic error. Since in pp collisions the
most aboundant particle specie are the pions, this difference can also be
considered as the difference in the pion matching efficiency between data
and Monte Carlo. However, at low pt, using the TPC PID is possible to
compare Effmatch in data and Monte Carlo separately for pi, K and p.
From the Monte Carlo simulation we can also check the performance of the
matching algorithm. If we define NTOF the number of tracks matched with
a signal on TOF, NTOF,t the number of tracks matched with the right TOF
signal, NTOF,f the number of tracks matched with the wrong TOF signal and
NTPC the number of tracks reconstructed by the TPC, the matching efficiency
Effmatch, the right matching efficiency Effmatch,good and the contamination
Contmatch can be expressed in the following way:
Effmatch =
NTOF
NTPC
; Effmatch,good =
NTOF,t
NTPC
; Contmatch =
NTOF,f
NTOF,t +NTOF,f
.
(4.10)
In Fig. 4.14 Effmatch (blue), Effmatch,good (gray) and Contmatch (black) are
shown. We can see that the contamination at pt > 0.5GeV/c is flat and less
than 10%.
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Figure 4.14: Effmatch (blue), Effmatch,good (gray) and Contmatch (black) ob-
tained from Monte Carlo simulations.
Finally, in the analyses based on particle identification, the matching
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efficiency defined for each hadron species (pi, K, p) are necessary since they
are not expected to be the same due to the different interaction cross-section
in the material. Effmatch can be derived from Monte Carlo simulations where
we know a priori the true identity of the particles6. In Fig. 4.15 the matching
efficiency for positive (solid line) and negative (dotted line) pions (red), kaons
(blue) and protons (green) is shown.
From Fig. 4.15 it is clear that Effmatch for K
+ and p is higher than the
one for K− and p, especially at low pt. As mentioned above, a slight differ-
ence between protons and anti-protons and between kaons and anti-kaons is
expected due to their different cross sections. This would anyway not explain
the differences observed here which was found to be due to the fact that the
cross sections for p and K− in GEANT3 (the ALICE simulation transport
code) are not correctly reproduced while Fluka is expected to provide a more
accurate prediction. For this reason, a comparison between the GEANT3 and
Fluka simulations was done and the two correction factors reported in Fig.
4.16 were extracted.
The final matching efficiency can be obtained scaling the Monte Carlo
predictions by the GEANT/Fluka correction factors, as shown in Fig. 4.17.
After the correction factors have been applied, the ratio between Effmatch
for positive and negative particle is flat and close to unity for pt > 1GeV/c.
At lower momenta some differences are still present.
6For each collected run, a Monte Carlo sample is produced with the same geometry,
hardware and readout configuration to be as realistic as possible.
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Figure 4.15: Matching efficiency for pions (red), kaons (blue) and proton
(green) (positive (solid line) and negative (dotted line)) as obtained from
Monte Carlo simulations.
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Figure 4.16: Correction factors for the p and K− matching efficiency derived
from the comparison of GEANT3 and Fluka simulations.
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Figure 4.17: Final matching efficiency (after GEANT/Fluka correction) for
pion (red), kaon (blue) and proton (green). Positive (solid line) and negative
(dotted line) tracks are shown.
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4.6 Event Time
As said before, the time-of-flight used to identify a particle is the time it
takes it to travel from the primary vertex to the TOF sensible layer. On top
of this, one should have in mind that the TOF detector measures the time
with respect to the LHC clock. Since the bunches have a small but finite size
and we don’t know which of the particles in the bunches have collided, the
actual time of the collision may differ from the nominal beam crossing by a
time that is related to the size of the bunches7. Therefore, the event time has
to be measured on an event-by-event basis and subtracted to the measured
TOF time tTOF . In the following, we will refer to the event time as time-zero
(t0) of the event. The time-zero can be provided in three different ways: by
the calibration procedure only, by the T0 detector, by the TOF detector.
These different methods to provide the time-zero and its resolution will be
described in $ 4.6.1, $ 4.6.2 and $ 4.6.3.
4.6.1 Time-zero provided by t0Fill
During the calibration procedure (see $ 3.3.1) the t0F ill, that is the average
start time of the events collected in a given fill, is always subtracted from
each TOF time measurement to realign with respect to the LHC clock. If for
some events it is not possible to calculate the time-zero, only the t0F ill is used
to correct the measured time. The uncertainty associated to the time-zero is,
in this case, t0Spread that is related to the average bunch size in the fill, and
is estimated as the sigma of the fit performed to calculate the t0F ill or form
the longitudinal spread of the vertex. To summarize, if the computation of
the time-zero is not possible t0 = 0 and σt0 = t0Spread. Of course the t0Spread
can be different fill by fill, depending on the beam conditions; for the data
used for the identified transverse momentum spectra analysis that will be
reported in the next chapters the t0Spread was quite uniform and rather small
(∼ 120 ps) thanks to the limited size of the bunches.
4.6.2 Time-zero provided by the T0 detector
The ALICE detector designed to provide the time-zero information is the T0.
It consists of two arrays of 12 cherenkov counters each, T0A and T0C, placed
at 375 cm and -72.7 cm from the interaction point along the beam axis. We
define tT0A and tT0C the first signal in time among the ones detected by
the 12 counters of T0A and T0C respectively. If the T0 detector is properly
7This would be true even if the bunch crossing would be synchronized with the LHC
clock.
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calibrated, the time it takes to a particle produced in an event synchronous
with the LHC clock to travel from the IP to each T0 PMT (photomultiplier)
is known, hence the interaction time can be extracted from tT0A and tT0C .
Depending on the multiplicity of the event and the efficiency and the noise
rate of the T0 detector, it could be that only tT0A or tT0C is available. In
the following, we will call t0T0A the time-zero computed from the tT0A only,
t0T0C the time-zero computed from the tT0C only, and t0T0AC the one defined
as the average of both measurements, t0T0AC = (t0T0A + t0T0C)/2. If only
tT0A or tT0C is available, in order to have an accurate measure of the event
time, the z position of the primary vertex has to be taken into account. In
order to reject t0 values coming from various effect such as noise and satellite
collisions, an upper cut (T0Cut) on the measured t0 has to be applied. This
cut is equal to three times the t0Spread and is such that only the values smaller
than this are accepted and can be subtracted to the tTOF to compute the
actual time-of-flight. This cut was applied for all the following plots.
In Fig. 4.18 the distributions of t0T0A, t0T0C end t0T0AC are shown. As
one can see, they are all centered at zero, as expected.
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Figure 4.18: Distribution of t0T0A, t0T0C end t0T0AC . Only the values satis-
fying the T0Cut are shown.
The resolution on t0T0AC (σt0T0AC) is
√
2 times better than the one on
t0T0A and t0T0C , assuming that they have the same resolution. Moreover,
σt0T0AC can be derived from the (t0t0A − t0t0C)/2 distribution. Here, both
t0T0A and t0T0C are corrected for the primary vertex position. Fig. 4.19 shows
the (t0t0A − t0t0C)/2 distribution. From the superimposed gaussian fit, one
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can see that σt0T0AC ∼ 50 ps. The T0 detector is also able to give an estimate
of the primary vertex position via the (tT0A − tT0C)/2 distribution.
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Figure 4.19: Distribution of (t0t0A − t0t0C)/2. The sigma of the fit (σ =
51.87 ps) corresponds to the resolution on t0T0AC .
In Fig. 4.20 the resolution of t0T0AC as a function of the event multiplicity
(defined as the number of tracks satisfying the standard cuts listed in $4.4
but in |η| < 0.8 (instead of |η| < 0.9) and with pt > 0.15 GeV/c) is shown.
Due to the analyzed statistics, only events with a multiplicity smaller that
30 are shown. The expected decreasing trend is clearly visible.
In Fig. 4.21 the mean value of t0T0AC as a function of the event multiplicity
is shown. A slight decrease is visible going from low to high multiplicities
even if the time-zero should be independent. Anyway the effect is limited to
∼ 10− 20 ps.
The inclusive efficiency on Minimum Bias events for the T0 detector to
provide a time-zero measurement via t0T0A, t0T0C or t0T0AC is respectively
∼ 51%, ∼ 56% and ∼ 31%. In Fig. 4.22 the t0T0AC , t0T0A and t0T0C efficiency
as function of event multiplicity is shown. As one can observe the efficiency
increases with the event multiplicity. As already said in the previous section,
if the time-zero is not available, it is set to zero and its resolution is set to
t0Spread.
As it was shown, the T0 detector can provide time-zero information in
a large fraction of events with a good time resolution, but it was in the
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Figure 4.20: t0T0AC resolution of as a function of the event multiplicity.
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Figure 4.21: t0T0AC mean value as a function of the event multiplicity.
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Figure 4.22: t0T0AC , t0T0A and t0T0C efficiency as a function of the event
multiplicity.
data acquisition configuration only in a small fraction of the events used for
the transverse momentum spectra analysis (LHC10b and LHC10c periods).
For this reason and since in the corresponding Monte Carlo the T0 detector
information was not correctely simulated, I decided to not use the time-zero
provided by the T0 detector in the spectra analysis.
4.6.3 Time-zero provided by the TOF detector
The TOF detector is able to compute the time-zero of the events using a
combinatorial algorithm. For each event it selects the tracks matched with
TOF hits that satisfy the standard cuts (see $4.4) and divides them in subsets
of maximum 10 tracks each. Since every track can be a pion, a kaon or a
proton (which are the most abundant species reaching TOF), each set has 3n
possible combinations of mass hypothesis, where n is the number of tracks
in the set. The algorithm looks for the one which minimizes the value of χ2
defined as:
χ2 =
∑
i
(t0[i]− t0)2
σt0[i]2
(4.11)
where i is the track index in the set8. If we define tTOF [i] the time-of-flight
measured by the TOF detector, texp[i] the expected time for the mass hy-
8If a track with a too high χ2 value is present, it is removed from the set and the total
χ2 is calculated again.
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pothesis assumed in that combination and σt0[i] the expected sigma for the
track i (see $5.2 for the definitions), we have:
t0[i] = tTOF [i]− texp[i] (4.12)
t0 =
∑
i
t0[i]
σ2t0[i]
/
∑
i
1
σ2t0[i]
(4.13)
σt0 =
√
1∑
i
1
σ2t0[i]
(4.14)
The search of the combination of the mass hypotheses that minimize the χ2
function is done for all the sets and the final time-zero of the event (t0TOF )
is set to the mean of the t0 computed in each set weighted on its error σt0.
As usual, if the procedure is not able to compute the time-zero, t0 is set to
zero and σt0 to t0Spread.
To avoid to introduce any bias on the PID procedure, for each event the
time-zero is calculated as a function of p. In detail, defining 10 p intervals9,
the time-zero in a given p bin is derived with the algorithm described above
using all the selected tracks in the event, except those with a momentum
belonging to that p interval. In other words, for a track with momentum p,
the time-zero that will be subtracted to its tTOF is the one computed with
all tracks in the event except the ones in the corresponding p interval. In this
way a track is never used to compute the time-zero that has to be subtracted
to its own tTOF , avoiding any bias on the PID
10.
Of course, depending on the number of tracks and on their p spectra, it
can happen that the t0TOF can be computed only for some p intervals. For
all the others the t0Spread is assumed. In the following plots only events for
which the t0TOF is available are taken into account.
In Fig. 4.23 and in Fig. 4.24 the t0TOF and the σt0TOF for each p interval
are shown. As expected the shape of the distributions is the same for each
range. This means that the algorithm does not depend on the transverse
momentum of the tracks it uses.
The only difference between different p ranges is the fraction of events for
which it was possible to derive the t0TOF , as can be seen in Fig. 4.25. The red
line takes into account all the MB events with a reconstructed primary vertex
9The 10 p ranges are defined by the following intervals: bin 1: 0.3 < p < 0.5, bin 2:
0.5 < p < 0.6, bin 3: 0.6 < p < 0.7, bin 4: 0.7 < p < 0.8, bin 5: 0.8 < p < 0.9, bin 6:
0.9 < p < 1.0, bin 7: 1.0 < p < 1.2 , bin 8: 1.2 < p < 1.5, bin 9: 1.5 < p < 2.0, bin 10:
2.0 < p < 3.0 where all the values are in GeV/c.
10As an example, the t0TOF of a track with p = 1.25 GeV/c is the one associated to the
8th p interval that is computed with all the tracks of the event but those with 1.2 < p < 1.5.
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Figure 4.23: t0TOF for each p interval.
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Figure 4.24: σt0TOF for each p interval.
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while the blue one requires that they have also at least one track matched
with TOF that satisfies the standard cuts. The increasing trend from bin1
to bin9 is due to the fact that the p distribution of the tracks reaching the
TOF detector has an exponential shape. It is hence less probable to be able
to compute the t0TOF in lowest p ranges where most tracks are. We can also
see that for more than 55% of events with at least one track reaching TOF,
the TOF detector is able to compute the time-zero.
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Figure 4.25: Fraction of events with t0TOF for each p interval. The red line
corresponds to all the MB events with a reconstructed primary vertex while
the blue one requires that they have also at least one track matched with a
TOF hit and satisfying the standard cuts.
In Fig. 4.26 the efficiency for each p range of the t0TOF computation
as a function of the multiplicity of the MB events is shown. The black line
represents the fraction of events for which it was possible to calculate the
t0TOF in at least one p interval. As expected, for all p ranges the efficiency
increases with the multiplicity.
In Fig. 4.27 the mean value of σt0TOF as a function of the number of
selected tracks n used in the algorithm is shown. This distribution can be
fitted with a function f(n) = A/
√
n− 1 where A is ∼ 110 ps. The plot was
obtained for the p interval 1.5 < p < 3.0 GeV/c.
In Fig. 4.28 we can see that the mean value of t0TOF does not depend
on the multiplicity of the event and on the number of tracks n used in the
algorithm.
Comparing the properties of the time-zero computed by the TOF detector
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Figure 4.26: t0TOF efficiency computation in the different p ranges as a func-
tion of the multiplicity for MB events with a reconstructed vertex. Each color
represents a p interval. The black line is the fraction of events in which the
computation of the t0TOF was possible in at least one p range.
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Figure 4.27: σt0TOF mean value as a function of the number of tracks n used
in the t0TOF algorithm. The p range 1.5 < p < 3.0 GeV/c was considered.
The red line is the fit with a function of the form f(n) = A/
√
n− 1.
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Figure 4.28: t0TOF mean value as a function of the multiplicity of the event.
in data and Monte Carlo we find that the distributions of t0TOF and σt0TOF
for each p range are the same. What is different is the fraction of events for
which the t0TOF can be computed in each interval as can be seen in Fig.
4.29 where the solid lines correspond to data and the dotted ones to Monte
Carlo. The red lines take into account all the MB events with a reconstructed
primary vertex. For the blue ones the additional requirement to have at least
one track matched with a TOF hit that satisfies the standard cuts is included.
The t0TOF efficiency as a function of the multiplicity for events with at
least 1 track matched with TOF shows some differences between data (red
line) and Monte Carlo (blue line), as shown in Fig. 4.30.
We have seen that the time-zero can be provided by the T0 detector
in three different configuration (t0T0A, t0T0C and t0T0AC) and by the TOF
detector in all p intervals (TOFAND) or only in a subset of them (TOFOR).
In Fig. 4.31 the relative importance of these configurations is shown. If we
consider all the MB events with the reconstructed primary vertex and at least
one track matched with TOF, the t0TOF can be computed at least in one p
interval in more than 60% of the events while the t0T0 in more than 80%. In
only less than 10% of the events the TOF is able to compute the time-zero
when the T0 is not. If we had the possibility to use both the t0TOF and the
t0T0 we would be able to compute the t0 in 90% of the events, having to rely
on the t0Spread only in the remaining ∼ 10%. This would result in a better
mean time resolution (see eq. 4.9) and, as a consequence, in an improved PID
performance. As already explained, in the spectra analysis presented in this
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Figure 4.29: Fraction of events with t0TOF for each p range in data (solid
lines) and Monte Carlo (dotted lines). The red lines refer to all the MB
events with a reconstructed primary vertex while the blue ones require in
addition that they have at least one track matched with a TOF hit that
satisfies the standard cuts.
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Figure 4.30: t0TOF efficiency as a function of the multiplicity for events with
at least 1 track matched with a TOF hit for data (red line) and Monte Carlo
(blue line).
thesis the t0T0 could not be used. Therefore we will have a sample of events
with good time resolution (for which the t0TOF was used) and a smaller one
with worse time resolution (for which the t0F ill was used). The consequences
of the presence of these two samples with different time resolution on the
PID method and on the final transverse momentum spectra results will be
clear in the next chapter.
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Figure 4.31: Fraction of events with the time-zero provided by different com-
bination of t0T0 and t0TOF (see text for more details).
Chapter 5
Identified hadron spectra with
the TOF detector: analysis
details
As already said in the previous chapters, the ALICE experiment has been
designed to study ultrarelativistic Pb-Pb collisions in order to understand the
properties of a new state of matter, the QGP, predicted to be formed at high
temperature (T ∼ 170MeV) or energy density by lattice QCD calculations.
To access the thermal parameters of the system created in heavy-ion colli-
sions at the kinetic and chemical freeze-out, the measurement of identified
particle transverse momentum spectra is necessary. In the ALICE experi-
ment, particle spectra are studied not only in Pb-Pb collisions but also in
pp interactions which provide a useful reference for the understanding of
heavy-ion data and are crucial to tune Monte Carlo models.
In this chapter, after a brief description of the general TOF PID perfor-
mance, details concerning the PID unfolding procedure will be given. This
is the method that was used to reconstruct the identified transverse momen-
tum spectra in pp collisions at
√
s = 7TeV with the TOF detector. Finally,
a comparison with a more “traditional” PID approach, the so-called 3σ cut,
will be reported.
5.1 TOF PID performance
The ALICE TOF detector identifies particles using their time-of-flight, i.e.
the time it takes them to travel from the primary vertex to the TOF sensible
layer (see $4.4). The mass m of a particle, and as a consequence its identity,
can infact be determined on the basis of eq. 5.1:
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m = p
√
t2
L2
− 1, (5.1)
from the measurement of its time-of-flight t, its track length L and its mo-
mentum p (here c = 1). The reconstructed mass distribution is shown in
Fig. 5.1 where the time-of-flight was measured with the TOF detector, and
L and p were determined by the tracking system. As one can see, the three
particle species pi, K and p can be clearly distinguished, together with a hint
of deuterium particles, as narrow peaks superimposed on a continuous distri-
bution that represents the tracks matched with a wrong TOF hit (mismatch
contribution).
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Figure 5.1: Mass spectrum as obtained by the TOF detector in pp collisions
at
√
s = 7TeV. Signals from pi, K, p and deuterons (d) are clearly visible as
narrow peaks superimposed on a continuous distribution that represents the
tracks matched with a wrong TOF hit.
In Fig. 5.2 the β of the particles, defined as β = L/t× c (where c is the
speed of light) is shown as a function of the rigidity (i.e. momentum times
charge). Once again, the TOF PID capability is evident from the clear sep-
aration of the bands, corresponding to different particle species. The entries
between the bands are due to the mismatch.
5.2 TOF PID methods
Following an approach which is conceptually equivalent to the one outlined
in the previous section, in ALICE the particle identification with the TOF
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Figure 5.2: β of reconstructed tracks as a function of the momentum times
charge. The bands corresponding to pi, K, p and d are clearly visible. All the
points that do not follow the band distribution are due to the mismatch.
detector is actually based on the comparison between the time-of-flight mea-
sured by TOF (tTOF ) and the corresponding expected time (texp,i), that is
calculated from the momentum p and the track length L for each mass hy-
pothesis i (i.e. hypothesis on the particle identity) considered in the analysis.
In other words, the expected time is the time it would take to a particle of
mass mi to go from the interaction point to the TOF. This approach has
the advantage of including more accurately the energy loss a particle may
experience along its path to the TOF. Infact, in order to take into account
the energy loss and the consequent variation in the track momentum, texp,i
is calculated as the sum over k of the small time increments ∆ti,k, each of
which is the time a particle of mass mi and momentum pk spends to travel
along each propagation step k (of ∆lk length) during the track reconstruction
procedure (see eq. 5.2):
texp,i =
∑
k
∆ti,k =
∑
k
√
p2k +m
2
i
pk
∆lk. (5.2)
Therefore, the fundamental variable to perform PID with the TOF de-
tector is tTOF − t0− texp,i (here the time-zero t0 is subtracted). Its expected
resolution σPID,i for the mass hypothesis i is the combination of the TOF
detector time resolution σTOF , the time-zero resolution σt0 and the tracking
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resolution σtexp as shown in eq. 5.3
σ2PID,i = σ
2
texp + σ
2
TOF + σ
2
t0, (5.3)
where σtexp is defined as in eq. 5.4, in the hypothesis that the resolution on
the length of the track is negligible with respect to the one on the momentum,
and ∆p is the momentum resolution:
σ2texp =
∆p · texp,i
1 + p
2
m2i
2 . (5.4)
As can be seen, the term where the mass hypothesis dependence is present
is the tracking term σtexp .
The TOF information can be used to perform PID in different ways. In
this thesis, two methods have been considered: the unfolding technique and
a 3σ cut “traditional” analysis. Details on these methods will be given in the
next sections.
For the spectra analysis presented herein the unfolding technique has
been chosen since it allows to extend the PID pt coverage with respect to the
other methods, without having to rely on any Monte Carlo information and
simulation. To validate the unfolding method, thorough studies with the 3σ
cut method have been performed and the spectra obtained with it have been
compared with those obtained with the unfolding.
Despite the fact that the two PID approaches are conceptually different,
their performance depend on the same total time resolution, which, for pp
collisions at
√
s = 7TeV, is about 120 ps on average. This can be seen in
Fig. 5.3 where the tTOF − t0 − texp,pi distribution together with a gaussian
fit is shown for all the tracks that satisfied the standard cuts (see $4.4),
were associated with a TOF hit and had transverse momentum in the range
0.9 < pt < 1.1. This pt range has been chosen since here the separation
between pi, K and p is good enough that we can correctly suppose that all the
particles in the plot are pions and hence we can compare the measured time-
of-flight with texp,pi. For these tracks the time-zero is t0TOF when available
and t0F ill in all the other cases.
In Fig. 5.4 the same fit is performed only for the tracks with t0F ill.
Since, as one can see, the total resolution is 157 ps, and since for these
data σt0 = t0Spread = 120 ps, this provides an estimate of ∼ 100 ps for the
TOF resolution convoluted with the tracking resolution (see eq. 5.3).
In Fig. 5.5 the same fit is shown taking into account only the tracks with
t0TOF . Since, as shown in the previous chapter, σt0TOF < t0Spread the total
time resolution of this sample is smaller, as expected.
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Figure 5.3: tTOF − t0 − texp,pi for tracks matched with TOF, satisfying the
standard cuts and with 0.9 < pt < 1.1 in pp collisions at
√
s = 7TeV. The
total time resolution is ∼ 120 ps, corresponding to the standard deviation of
the gaussian fit in the range |tTOF − t0− texp,pi| < 200 ps.
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Figure 5.4: tTOF − t0F ill − texp,pi for tracks matched with TOF, satisfying
standard cuts with 0.9 < pt < 1.1 and with σt0 = t0Spread. For these tracks
the total time resolution is 157 ps, corresponding to the standard deviation
of the gaussian fit in the range |tTOF − t0F ill − texp,pi| < 200 ps.
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Figure 5.5: tTOF − t0TOF − texp,pi for tracks matched with TOF, satisfying
standard cuts with 0.9 < pt < 1.1 and with time-zero computed with TOF.
For these tracks the total time resolution is 111 ps, corresponding to the
standard deviation of the gaussian fit in the range |tTOF−t0TOF−texp,pi| < 200
ps.
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5.3 Identified hadron spectra with the un-
folding procedure
The PID method used for the transverse momentum spectra analysis is based
on the unfolding procedure. This choice was driven by the fact that, contrary
to other methods, it does not need any comparison with the Monte Carlo sam-
ples to extract the PID efficiency. As a consequence, the fact that the Monte
Carlo simulations do not reproduce perfectly the fraction of events with the
event time calculated by the TOF detector (t0TOF ) becomes irrelevant. The
same holds true for the potential discrepancies between the real and the sim-
ulated time resolution. The other advantage of the unfolding procedure is
the possibility to identify particles up to higher pt with respect to the other
methods.
In order to be able to use the PID unfolding method, the best variable
to fit and the best function that is able to reproduce the data should be
found. The variables that can be fitted are the time difference ∆ti = tTOF −
t0− texp,i and the number of sigma nσPID,i = (tTOF − t0− texp,i)/σPID,i, for
the mass hypothesis i. For an ideal detector, the signal shape, in terms of
both the nσPID,i and ∆ti variables would be distributed following a gaussian
shape. In reality, due to residual miscalibration, the TOF signal is not purely
gaussian but it is described by a function that includes a gaussian term with
an exponential tail on its right-end side (fGaus+Exp(x)).
In the folowing section a detailed description of the unfolding procedure
I used to reconstruct the primary hadron spectra will be reported. All the
results are based on the analysis of about 55 millions pp events at
√
s = 7
TeV1. The event selection is the same as the one described in $4.4, with the
further requirement that the distance between the centre of the experiment
and the z coordinate of the reconstructed primary vertex was smaller than
10 cm. Only primary tracks in the central pseudorapidity region (|y| < 0.9),
satisfying the standard cuts (see 4.4 for more details), matched with a TOF
hit and with a reliable associated expected time were selected. Since the
T0 detector was included in the data acquisition only for a subsample of
the data and it was not always properly calibrated, I decided to not use the
information from the T0 detector and to require only the time-zero computed
by the TOF detector when possible (see $4.6 for more information on the
time-zero definition). As a consequence, the analysis was carried out on two
sub-samples of data, which in terms of tracks, result in having ∼70% of the
tracks with the t0TOF available with σt0 = σt0TOF , while for the remaining
30% σt0 = t0Spread. Since, as already said, σt0TOF < t0Spread, these two
1They belong to the LHC10b and LHC10c periods.
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subsamples have different total time resolutions (see eq. 5.3).
5.3.1 Fitting the ∆ti variable with analytic functions
To analyze events with a uniform time resolution, the tracks were divided
into two sub-samples: the one containing the tracks (∼70% of the total)
for which the t0TOF could be obtained and the one with the tracks (∼30%
of the total) for which this value was not available. In each subsample the
three ∆ti = tTOF − t0 − texp,i distributions, one for each mass hypothesis
(i = pi,K, p), have been analyzed since they can be better fitted with respect
to the nσPID,i distributions.
In detail, the unfolding method applied in each subsample and for each
mass hypothesis is the following. All the selected tracks are supposed to be
of type i. With this mass hypothesis the rapidity defined as:
y = ASinH(
√
p2 − p2t√
m2i + p
2
t
) (5.5)
is calculated and only tracks with |y| < 0.5 are accepted. Then the ∆ti
distribution is computed in each pt interval. Of course, only for some tracks
the mass hypothesis i is correct, hence the ∆ti distribution is composed by
three sub-distributions, one for each particles types2. One subdistribution
is centered at zero and is due to the tracks of type i for which the mass
hypothesis was correct (signal), one is due to the particles of type j 6= i
(background 1) and one is due to the particles of type k 6= i (background 2)
where e.g. i are pions, j are kaons and k are protons. As a consequence, in
each pt interval, the ∆ti distribution is fitted with three functions f(x) (one
for the signal and two for the background), each of which is the combination
of a gaussian function plus an exponential tail on its right-end side, so that:
x ≤ x+ t→ f(x) = Gaus(x, x, σ) (5.6)
x > x+ t→ f(x) = Gaus(x+ t, x, σ)× Exp(−s(x− t− x))
As one can see, each function f(x) is described by 4 parameters: the mean (x)
and the sigma (σ) of the gaussian part, the tail (t) that is the point where the
exponential tail starts, and its slope (s). Taking into account also the three
yields for the signal, and the two backgrounds, the total number of parameters
is 15. The yields are constrained to be between zero and the total number
of analyzed tracks. For what concerns the other parameters, in the lower pt
regions where the signals from different hadron species are well separated,
2We are assuming that only pions, kaons and protons are present.
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they are allowed to vary within very loose bounds. In the high pt regions, they
are than fixed to the saturation values that could be determined in the lower
pt bins. In addition, the slopes of the three exponential tails are constrained
to be the same. The free parameters, at low pt are hence 13. In Fig. 5.6 an
example of the fit of the tTOF−t0−texp,pi distribution for the sample of tracks
with (top) and without (bottom) the t0TOF in logarithmic (left) and linear
(right) scale is shown for the 1.00 < pt < 1.10 GeV/c interval. It is clear that,
due to the better time resolution in the cases when the t0TOF is available,
the separation between the species is better for the sample with the t0TOF .
This behaviour is more evident in Fig. 5.7 where the same as in Fig. 5.6 is
drawn but for the 2.40 < pt < 2.50 GeV/c interval. Since the tracks with
t0TOF available are ∼70% of the total, the pt reach of this PID method can
be defined as the highest pt interval, in this sample, where the signal and the
backgound can be reliably fitted and the systematic uncertainties are kept
under control. With such definition, one gets pt,reach = 2.5 GeV/c for pions
and kaons and pt,reach = 4.0 GeV/c for protons. Fig. 5.8, 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11
show the same fits as in Fig. 5.6 in the kaons and protons mass hypothesis in
1.00 < pt < 1.10 GeV/c and 2.40 < pt < 2.50 GeV/c intervals for kaons and
in 2.00 < pt < 2.10 GeV/c and 3.80 < pt < 4.00 GeV/c intervals for protons.
The raw yields of pions, kaons and protons are extracted from the integral
of the signal fit function, separately for each sample, and finally summed
together to obtain the total raw spectra. This is reported in Fig. 5.12 for
negative (left) and positive (right) pions (red), kaons (blue) and protons
(green). These spectra are normalized to the number of analyzed events. We
mention that, in the case of protons, pt spectra are reported starting from
pt = 0.8 GeV/c since, below this threshold, the estimate of texp,p suffers from
imperfections in the corrections for energy loss in the material. This causes
the signal distribution to be unsatisfactorely described by the fit function
used in the procedure, and the result of the interpolation may be not reliable.
To summarize, the best way to identify particles with the unfolding pro-
cedure in pp collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV is to fit the ∆ti distributions separately
for the sample of tracks with t0TOF available and for the sample of tracks
where only the t0F ill is subtracted as time-zero of the event with three func-
tions f(x) each of which is defined by a gaussian part plus an exponential tail
on its right-end side. All the results that will be shown in the next chapter
are based on this PID procedure.
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Figure 5.6: tTOF − t0− texp,pi distribution for tracks with (top) and without
(bottom) t0TOF , in logarithmic (left) and linear (right) scale. The 1.00 < pt <
1.10 GeV/c interval was considered. The red line corresponds to the fit of the
signal, while the dotted blue and green lines are the fits of the background.
Each fit function consists of a gaussian part and an exponential tail on its
right-end side, see text for more details. Here the protons are not visible since
they are centered at ∼ 4200 ps, out of the range of these histograms.
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Figure 5.7: tTOF − t0− texp,pi distribution for tracks with (top) and without
(bottom) t0TOF , in logarithmic (left) and linear (right) scale. The 2.40 <
pt < 2.50 GeV/c interval was considered. The red line corresponds to the
fit of the signal, while the dotted blue and green lines are the fits of the
background. Each fit function consists of a gaussian part and an exponential
tail on its right-end side, see text for more details.
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Figure 5.8: tTOF − t0− texp,K distribution for tracks with (top) and without
(bottom) t0TOF , in logarithmic (left) and linear (right) scale. The 1.00 < pt <
1.10 GeV/c interval was considered. The red line corresponds to the fit of the
signal, while the dotted blue and green lines are the fits of the background.
Each fit function consists of a gaussian part and an exponential tail on its
right-end side, see text for more details. In the top plots the protons are
not visible since they are centered at ∼ 3000 ps, out of the range of these
histograms.
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Figure 5.9: tTOF − t0− texp,K distribution for tracks with (top) and without
(bottom) t0TOF , in logarithmic (left) and linear (right) scale. The 2.40 <
pt < 2.50 GeV/c interval was considered. The red line corresponds to the
fit of the signal, while the dotted blue and green lines are the fits of the
background. Each fit function consists of a gaussian part and an exponential
tail on its right-end side, see text for more details.
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Figure 5.10: tTOF − t0− texp,p distribution for tracks with (top) and without
(bottom) t0TOF , in logarithmic (left) and linear (right) scale. The 2.00 <
pt < 2.10 GeV/c interval was considered. The red line corresponds to the
fit of the signal, while the dotted blue and green lines are the fits of the
background. Each fit function consists of a gaussian part and an exponential
tail on its right-end side, see text for more details.
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Figure 5.11: tTOF − t0− texp,p distribution for tracks with (top) and without
(bottom) t0TOF , in logarithmic (left) and linear (right) scale. The 3.80 <
pt < 4.00 GeV/c interval was considered. The red line corresponds to the fit
of the signal, while the dotted green line is the fit of the background. Each fit
function consists of a gaussian part and an exponential tail on its right-end
side, see text for more details. We notice that, since in this momentum range
pions and kaons can not be distinguished, I considered the background as
made of only one single distribution.
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Figure 5.12: Total transverse momentum raw spectra for negative (left) and
positive (right) pions (red), kaons (blue) and protons (green). The spectra
were obtained by the combination of the results of the fit of the two samples
with and without t0TOF performed separately. For both samples, three func-
tions were used, resulting from the combination of a gaussian term and an
exponential tail.
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5.4 TOF Identified hadron spectra with the
3σ cut procedure
As a test of the robustness of the PID approach used in this thesis, a com-
parison of the spectra obtained with the unfolding procedure and a 3σ cut
method was performed. I selected a subsample of events (∼ 5 million events),
I analyzed them with both the gaussian unfolding and the 3σ cut method
and I compared the results. As it will be shown at the end of this section,
the two yields differ by at most 5%.
This comparison was performed analyzing only the tracks with the time-
zero computed by the TOF detector, corresponding to about 70% of the total
to deal with a sample with a uniform time resolution. Equivalent results are
expected to be obtained with the sample of tracks without t0TOF : however,
the former sample was chosen because it has a higher statistics and the
comparison could be performed on a wider pt range (thanks to the better
time resolution).
5.4.1 The 3σ cut method
The basic separation variable used in the 3σ cut method is the difference
between the observed time-of-flight (tTOF − t0, where from the measured
time-of-flight the t0 of the event is subtracted), and the expected time texp,i
for the three mass hypothesis pi, K and p. This difference is calculated in
terms of nσi where σ is σPID,i as defined in eq. 5.7:
nσi =
tTOF − t0− texp,i
σPID,i
. (5.7)
In Fig. 5.13, 5.14 and 5.15 tTOF − t0TOF − texp,i is shown for the pi, K and
p hypothesis as a function of transverse momentum. The horizontal bands
centered at zero correspond to the tracks for which the mass hypothesis
is correct. At low pt the three bands from the three particle species are
clearly distinguishable, while as pt increases, they start to overlap due to the
decreasing separation power of the TOF detector with increasing transverse
momentum.
For the spectra analysis I used an “exclusive” 3σ cut method: for each
track, once the nσi is computed for all the three mass hypotheses (i =
pi,K, p), the identity j is assigned to the track if the number of sigma nσj
is smaller than 3 only for the hypothesis j. If this condition is satisfied by
more than one mass hypothesis (i.e. the number of sigma is smaller than 3)
the track is discarded and no indentity is assigned to it.
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Figure 5.13: tTOF − t0TOF − texp,pi (pion hypothesis) for primary tracks
matched with TOF and with the time-zero computed by the TOF detec-
tor.
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Figure 5.14: tTOF − t0TOF − texp,K (kaon hypothesis) for primary tracks
matched with TOF and with the time-zero computed by the TOF detec-
tor.
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Figure 5.15: tTOF − t0TOF − texp,p (proton hypothesis) for primary tracks
matched with TOF and with the time-zero computed by the TOF detector.
In Fig. 5.16, 5.17 and 5.18 the number of sigma nσi as a function of pt
is shown in the pi, K and p hypothesis. The pink lines emphasize the ±3σ
region. From the plots one can easily see that, while at low pt where the
TOF separation power is high this method is highly performant at high pt it
becomes less efficient.
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Figure 5.16: (tTOF − t0 − texp,pi)/σPID,pi as a function of pt. The pink lines
identify the ±3σ region.
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Figure 5.17: (tTOF − t0 − texp,K)/σPID,K as a function of pt. The pink lines
identify the ±3σ region.
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Figure 5.18: (tTOF − t0 − texp,p)/σPID,p as a function of pt. The pink lines
identify the ±3σ region.
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Obviously, this method relies on the fact that the expected time is cor-
rectly reconstructed and that the σPID,i is able to reproduce the resolution
observed in the data in each momentum interval, if the right mass hypothesis
is assumed. As a consequence the distribution of (tTOF−t0TOF−texp,i)/σPID,i
for every pt interval has to be centered around zero and have a standard de-
viation close to unity. This is actually the case, as can be seen in Fig. 5.19,
5.20 and 5.21 where (tTOF − t0TOF − texp,i)/σPID,i for the pi, K, p hypothesis
is drawn; the 1.10 < pt < 1.20 GeV/c range is considered, but equivalent
results were obtained for the other pt intervals.
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Figure 5.19: (tTOF − t0TOF − texp,pi)/σPID,pi for tracks with 1.10 < pt < 1.20
GeV/c. The gaussian fit to the distribution is superimposed and the mean
and sigma shown.
As already said, the pt reach of this approach is determined by the total
time resolution. Considering only the tracks with the time-zero computed
by the TOF detector algorithm, the expected separation for pi/K and K/p
defined as (texp,K− texp,pi)/σPID,K and (texp,p− texp,K)/σPID,p as a function of
pt is shown in Fig. 5.22. A 3σ (2σ) separation is possible for pi/K until 1.8
GeV/c (2.3 GeV/c) and for K/p until 3.2 GeV/c (4 GeV/c).
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Figure 5.20: (tTOF − t0TOF − texp,K)/σPID,K for tracks with 1.10 < pt <
1.20 GeV/c. The gaussian fit to the distribution is superimposed and the
parameters shown.
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Figure 5.21: (tTOF − t0TOF − texp,p)/σPID,p for tracks with 1.10 < pt < 1.20
GeV/c. The gaussian fit to the distribution is superimposed and the param-
eters shown.
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Figure 5.22: (texp,K − texp,pi)/σPID,K (red squares) and (texp,p− texp,K)/σPID,p
(green squares) as a function of pt for primary tracks with the time-zero
computed by the TOF detector.
5.4.2 The raw spectra
After applying the exclusive 3σ cut PID procedure a cut on the rapidity (see
eq. 5.5) was applied so that only the tracks identified as primary pi, K or p
with |y| < 0.5 are selected.
In Fig. 5.23 the raw (i.e. non corrected) transverse momentum spectra for
negative (left) and positive (right) selected primary pions (red), kaons (blue)
and protons (green) are shown. These spectra are normalized to the number
of analyzed events. Since the matching efficiency falls down for pt < 0.5
GeV/c (see $4.5), the results will be reported only for pt > 0.5 GeV/c.
5.4.3 Correction for the PID method efficiency
In order to compare the spectra obtained with the unfolding method and with
the 3σ cut procedure, the efficiency of the method for particle identification
has to be taken into account. While this correction is strictly related to
the PID method, all the others (e.g. the matching efficiency correction) are
PID independent and won’t therefore be included in the results hereafter. To
compute the PID method efficiency the same PID analysis have to be carried
out on Monte Carlo samples and the assigned identity of the particles has to
be compared with the true one from Monte Carlo information. The feasibility
of this approach relies on the fact that the resolution is consistent in data
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Figure 5.23: Transverse momentum raw spectra for negative (left) and posi-
tive (right) pions (red), kaons (blue) and protons (green) normalized to the
number of analyzed events.
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and Monte Carlo. Besides, choosing only the sample of tracks with t0TOF ,
the different fraction of events with and without t0TOF in data and Monte
Carlo is, as already said, of no importance3.
In Fig. 5.24 the PID efficiency εPID for the 3σ cut method for negative
(top) and positive (bottom) pions (red), kaons (blue) and protons (green) is
shown as a function of pt. In detail, εPID(i) is defined as
εPID(i) =
N tid(i)
N(i)
, (5.8)
where N tid(i) is the number of tracks correctly identified as type i and N(i)
is the number of tracks of type i in the sample under study. In other words
N(i) is the number of the primary tracks reconstructed by TPC, matched
with TOF, and with |y| < 0.5.
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Figure 5.24: εPID for the 3σ cut method as a function of pt for negative (top)
and positive (bottom) pions (red), kaons (blue) and protons (green).
We can see that the efficiency is the same for negative and positive par-
ticles, as expected. To give a feeling of the pt reach of the 3σ cut method we
3To compute the PID method efficiency I analyzed the Monte Carlo events reproducing
the same detector conditions as in real data.
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can conventionally take as a reference the transverse momentum at which the
PID efficiency reaches 0.5. In this case one can see that the 3σ cut method
can identify pi and K up to ∼ 1.8 GeV/c and p up to ∼3.3 GeV/c. In Fig.
5.25 εPID is shown as function of pt and η, while in Fig. 5.26 it is drawn as
function of η and φ. In this plots an homogeneous behavior both in η and in
φ can be observed.
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Figure 5.25: εPID for the 3σ cut method as a function of pt and η for negative
(top) and positive (bottom) pions (left), kaons (middle) and protons (right).
To correct the raw spectra we have also to take into account the PID
contamination, that is the number of misidentified tracks defined as:
CPID(i) =
Nwid(i)
N tid(i) +N
w
id(i)
, (5.9)
where Nwid(i) is the number of particles wrongly identified as type i, but that
are in fact of type j. N tid(i) is on the other hand the number of particles
of type i correctly identified. Since we use an exclusive 3σ cut method, the
contamination is expected to be low (of the order of few percent), as it can
be seen from Fig. 5.27.
The spectra corrected for PID efficiency and contamination ((dN/dydpt)PID)
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Figure 5.26: εPID for the 3σ cut method as a function of η and φ for negative
(top) and positive (bottom) pions (left), kaons (middle) and protons (right).
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Figure 5.27: CPID for the 3σ cut method as a function of pt for negative (top)
and positive (bottom) pions (red), kaons (blue) and protons (green).
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can be obtained from the raw spectra ((dN/dydpt)raw) as:
(dN/dydpt)PID =
(dN/dydpt)raw
εPID
(1− CPID), (5.10)
and are shown in Fig. 5.28.
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Figure 5.28: Negative (left) and positive (right) spectra of pions (red), kaons
(blue) and protons (green) corrected for PID efficiency and contamination.
However, the PID contamination just defined in eq. 5.9 depends on the
particle concentrations in the Monte Carlo sample, which may differ from
those in the data. For this reason, a bias in the correction may be intro-
duced. To avoid this problem, a correction matrix EffPID has to be used.
Its components are the probabilities εij to identify a particle of type j as a
particle of type i, that is:
εij =
Nid(i; j)
N(j)
(5.11)
where Nid(i; j) is the number of particles of type j from Monte Carlo infor-
mation that are identified as type i and N(j) is the number of particle of
type j that undergo the PID procedure. The resulting correction matrix can
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then be expressed as
EffPID =
 εpipi εpiK εpipεKpi εKK εKp
εppi εpK εpp
 .
If we define (dN/dydpt)raw the array with the raw spectra and (dN/dydpt)true
the array with the true ones, then:
(dN/dydpt)raw = EffPID × (dN/dydpt)true. (5.12)
Hence, to correct the raw spectra for the PID method efficiency the EffPID
matrix has to be inverted and
(EffPID)
−1 × (dN/dydpt)raw (5.13)
computed to derive the corrected spectra. In Fig. 5.29 the ratio between the
raw spectra corrected for PID efficiency with the matrix EffPID and as in
eq. 5.10 is shown. The ratio for protons stops at 3 GeV/c since at higher pt
the efficiency matrix is not invertible due to the lack of statistics. As we can
see the difference is less than 2%. Even if the two PID correction procedures
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Figure 5.29: Ratio between the raw spectra corrected for PID efficiency with
the matrix EffPID and in the traditional way, i.e. as in eq. 5.10.
produce very similar results, the correction of the raw spectra with the matrix
efficiency should be preferred.
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5.4.4 Comparison between the 3σ cut method and the
unfolding procedure
If we analyze the same sample of data with the unfolding procedure described
in $5.3.1, we obtain the raw spectra in Fig. 5.30.
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Figure 5.30: Transverse momentum raw spectra for negative (left) and posi-
tive (right) pions (red), kaons (blue) and protons (green) identified with the
gaussian unfolding procedure normalized to the number of analyzed events.
For this PID method the PID efficiency is assumed to be 100% hence no
PID corrections are needed. The ratio of the spectra measured with the 3σ
cut method corrected with the matrix efficiency and the ones reconstructed
with the unfolding procedure is shown in Fig. 5.31.
As we can see, the two methods provide the same results within 5%, ex-
cept for the last two pt intervals in the case of kaons. Here the separation
power starts to be limitated and the 3σ cut PID efficiency is very low. Nev-
ertheless, the unfolding procedure shows better performance in terms of pt
reach, so it provides the best approach to identify pi, K and p in pp collisions
at
√
s = 7 TeV. In addition it does not rely on any Monte Carlo information
and simulation. It is anyway worth to underline that in the pt range where
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Figure 5.31: Ratio between the spectra computed with the 3σ cut method
corrected with the matrix efficiency and the ones reconstructed with the
gaussian unfolding procedure as a function of pt.
both the methods can be applied, results from the unfolding procedure are
compatible with the ones obtained with the 3σ cut method.
Chapter 6
Identified hadron spectra with
the TOF detector: results
As we said in the previous chapters, to access the thermal parameters of the
system created in heavy-ion collisions at the kinetic and chemical freeze-out,
the measurement of identified particle transverse momentum spectra is one
of the key tools. In the ALICE experiment, particle spectra are studied not
only in Pb-Pb collisions, but also in pp interactions, since they provide the
necessary reference for the understanding of heavy-ion data and are crucial
to tune Monte Carlo models.
In the previous chapter, the technique used to identify primary hadrons
with the TOF detector and to reconstruct their raw transverse momentum
spectra in pp collisions at
√
s = 7TeV was described. In particular, using an
unfolding procedure, the momentum spectra have been measured in the range
0.5 < pt < 2.5 GeV/c for pions and kaons and in the range 0.8 < pt < 4.0
GeV/c for protons. This chapter is organized as follows:
In $6.1 all the efficiency corrections (matching efficiency, tracking effi-
ciency and GEANT/Fluka corrections) that have to be applied to the TOF
Minimum Bias raw spectra will be described.
In $6.2 studies on the sistematic uncertainties related to the track se-
lection cuts, to the choice of the function used to fit the signal, and to the
matching efficiency will be reported. In addition, a comparison with the spec-
tra obtained with the unfolding procedure based on a slightly different fit
function will be shown. This was meant to check the robustness of the TOF
results within the unfolding method.
In $6.3 the K/pi and p/pi ratios obtained from the TOF spectra will be
reported and compared to the Monte Carlo predictions from different event
generators and to the particle ratios obtained in pp collisions at
√
s = 0.9
TeV [75]. In the same section, also the final TOF results at
√
s = 7 TeV will
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be compared to the Monte Carlo predictions.
In ALICE, the identified transverse momentum spectra analysis is based
not only on TOF but makes also use of other PID detectors, techniques and
tracking algorithms that are complementary to TOF in terms of momentum
coverage. This allows to extend the particle identification on a wider pt range.
In addition, the pt range where different analyses overlap can serve as a cross-
check between them, proving the robustness of the results.
In $6.4 a brief description of the ALICE spectra analyses and a com-
parison of their independent results will be provided showing, in particular,
the excellent agreement between the TOF spectra and those from the others
analyses in the pt region where they overlap.
6.1 TOF transverse momentum spectra
In the previous chapter it was shown that the best way to identify pi, K and p
with the TOF detector is applying the unfolding technique since it allows to
broaden the PID pt coverage with respect to the other methods (e.g. 3σ cut).
Besides, this approach does not rely on any Monte Carlo information and
simulation for what concerns the PID efficiency and contamination. With this
method we can identify pions and kaons up to pt = 2.5 GeV/c and protons
up to pt = 4.0 GeV/c. Once the raw spectra are obtained, the efficiency
corrections have to be applied. They include the correction due to the fact
that not every primary track can be reconstructed (tracking efficiency) and
that not every reconstructed track is matched with a TOF hit (matching
efficiency). These corrections are obtained from the Monte Carlo simulations
applying the same event and track cuts as in the data analysis.
6.1.1 Raw Spectra
Since in pp collisions the time-zero can be provided by the TOF detector
only for a fraction of events, two subsamples of data can be defined. The
first sample includes the 70% of the tracks for which the t0TOF measurement
is available, with a resolution on the event time σt0 = σt0TOF . The second
sample is made out of the remaining 30% of the tracks, for which no time-
zero information was available and σt0 = t0Spread. Since σt0TOF < t0Spread,
these two subsamples are characterized by a different total time resolution
(see eq. 5.3). In order to deal with tracks with an uniform time resolution,
the unfolding procedure was applied independently to each sample. In each
subsample the ∆ti = tTOF − t0 − texp,i distributions, (one for each mass
hypothesis, i = pi,K, p), was fitted with three functions (see eq. 5.6), one for
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the signal due to the particles for which the mass hypothesis i was correct,
and two for the background deriving from particles belonging to the two other
species. The raw yields of pions, kaons and protons were extracted from the
integral of the signal fit function in both samples and summed up, to obtain
the total raw spectra reported in Fig. 6.1. The spectra in the figure were
normalized to the total number of analyzed events.
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Figure 6.1: Total raw spectra obtained from the sum of the ones from the
tracks for which the t0TOF measurement was available, and those from the
tracks for which it was not. Negative (left) and positive (right) pions (red),
kaons (blue) and protons (green) are shown.
As explained in $4.5, due to the presence of the magnetic field which
deflects the charged particles, Effmatch at pt < 0.5GeV/c drops quickly and
a little variation in the track momenta can cause a significant variation in
Effmatch. To minimize the sensitivity of the analysis to imperfections in the
simulation of the matching efficiency and to the uncertainty induced on the
corresponding correction, only tracks with pt > 0.5GeV/c were considered
for the TOF analysis. Moreover, in the case of protons, pt spectra are reported
starting from pt = 0.8 GeV/c since, below this threshold, the estimate of texp,p
suffers from imperfections in the corrections for energy loss in the material.
This causes the signal distribution to be unsatisfactorily described by the
fit function used in the procedure, and the result of the interpolation may
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be not reliable. The PID efficiency of this method is assumed to be 100%
by definition so no further corrections to be determined from Monte Carlo
simulations are needed.
6.1.2 Matching Efficiency
The raw spectra have to be corrected for the matching efficiency (Effmatch)
to take into account that only a fraction of the reconstructed primary tracks
are matched with an hit on the TOF detector. Effmatch depends on the
fraction of tracks that are lost during the propagation from TPC to TOF
due to the geometrical acceptance, the decays and the interactions with the
material. In addition it includes the probability to match a track reaching the
TOF with a TOF hit. This depends on the TOF intrinsic detector efficiency,
on the effect of dead channels and on the efficiency of the track-TOF signal
matching procedure (for a detailed study of the matching efficiency see $4.5).
Effmatch is derived for each particle species from the Monte Carlo simu-
lations. The matching efficiency, in the pt range of interest for the analysis,
for positive (line) and negative (dotted line) pions (red), kaons (blue) and
protons (green) is reported in Fig. 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Matching efficiency for negative (dotted line) and positive (line)
pions (red), kaons (blue) and protons (green). Only values for pt > 0.5 GeV/c
are shown.
The spectra corrected by the matching efficiency (dN/dydpt)Match are
obtained from the raw ones (dN/dydpt)Raw as follows:
(dN/dydpt)Match =
(dN/dydpt)Raw
Effmatch
(6.1)
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From Fig. 6.2 it is clear that Effmatch for K
+ and p is higher than the one
for K− and p, especially at low pt. As already pointed out in $4.5, a slight
difference between protons and anti-protons and between kaons and anti-
kaons is expected due to their different cross sections. This would anyway not
explain the differences observed in Fig. 6.2 which was found to be due to the
fact that the cross sections for p and K− in GEANT3 (the ALICE simulation
transport code) are not correctly reproduced, while Fluka is expected to
provide a more accurate prediction. For this reason, a comparison between
the GEANT3 and Fluka simulations was done and the two correction factors
(CorrMatch) reported in Fig. 6.3 were extracted. To take into account also
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Figure 6.3: Correction factors for the matching efficiency of p and K− ex-
tracted from the comparison between the GEANT3 and Fluka simulations.
the GEANT/Fluka correction, eq. 6.1 has to be modified as follows:
(dN/dydpt)MatchMC =
(dN/dydpt)Raw
Effmatch
× CorrMatch (6.2)
6.1.3 Tracking Efficiency
Once the corrections for the matching efficiency have been applied, we have
to correct for the tracking efficiency (Efftrack), that is, for the fact that only
a fraction of the primary tracks produced in the collisions are reconstructed
by the TPC. Efftrack is calculated from Monte Carlo simulations comparing
the number of reconstructed particles to the number of generated charged
primary particles. In Fig. 6.4 the tracking efficiency for positive (line) and
negative (dotted line) pions (red), kaons (blue) and protons (green) is shown.
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Eq. 6.3 combines the matching and tracking efficiency corrections that
have to be applied to the raw spectra to get the corrected ones:
(dN/dydpt)MatchMCTrack = (dN/dydpt)Raw
1
Effmatch
× CorrMatch × 1
Efftrack
(6.3)
The wrong simulation of the K− and p¯ cross sections in GEANT3 affects
also the tracking efficiency. Also in this case, two correction factors (CorrTrack
reported in Fig. 6.5) have been extracted on the basis of the comparison
between the GEANT3 and Fluka simulations.
The fully corrected spectra ((dN/dydpt)TOF ) can finally be obtained as
follows:
(dN/dydpt)TOF = (dN/dydpt)Raw× 1
Effmatch
×CorrMatch× 1
Efftrack
×CorrTrack
(6.4)
6.1.4 TOF Corrected Spectra
The primary spectra (dN/dydpt)TOF reconstructed by the TOF detector and
corrected for the matching and tracking efficiency and for the GEANT/Fluka
factors as described in eq. 6.4 are reported in Fig. 6.6. Here only statistical
errors are shown.
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the comparison between the GEANT3 and Fluka simulations.
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Figure 6.6: TOF spectra of negative (left) and positive (right) pions (red),
kaons (blue) and protons (green) corrected for matching and tracking effi-
ciency.
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6.2 Systematic uncertainties
To evaluate the systematic uncertainties related to the track selection (see
$ 4.4), the same unfolding analysis was repeated varying one at a time the
most significant track selection parameters. This was done within reasonable
intervals according to the following table, both in data and Monte Carlo.
Parameter Standard Value Lower Value Upper Value
min. TPC cluster 70 60 80
max. χ2 per TPC cluster 4 3 5
max. DCAz (cm) 2 1 3
In Fig. 6.7 the ratios between the spectra obtained with the modified
track cuts and the spectra obtained with the standard ones are shown. It
can be seen that, for all the species, there is no dependence of the spectra
on the value of the maximum χ2 per TPC clusters and of the maximum
DCAz required. On the contrary, especially for pions and kaons with pt < 1.8
GeV/c, a variation up to ∼8% is present if the minimum number of TPC
cluster varies from 70 to 60 or 80.
Moreover, another source of systematic uncertainty is related to the match-
ing efficiency. This was evaluated during the spectra analysis on the
√
s = 0.9
TeV pp data [75], comparing, for each particle species, the matching efficiency
obtained on Monte Carlo samples with the one obtained on the data using
the dE/dx in the TPC to identify the particles. Good agreement was ob-
served in the case of pions, kaons and protons, with deviations of the level
of, at most, 3%, 6% and 4% respectively, over the full pt range. The observed
differences were assigned as systematic errors.
To check the systematic uncertainties related to the PID procedure, I per-
formed the same unfolding analysis fitting the signal with a function made
of a gaussian term plus an exponential tail on its right-end side, where all
the parameters but one, were fixed to the values obtained during the stan-
dard analysis (see $6.1.1). The remaining parameter was, on the contrary,
increased or decreased by the 10% with respect to the “standard” value.
During these fits only the yields for the signal and the background were left
free. In Fig. 6.2 the ratios between the spectra obtained changing the fit pa-
rameters and the spectra in Fig. 6.1 are shown. The effect is less than 4% for
each particle species.
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In Fig. 6.9 the square sum of the three sources of systematic uncertainties
described above is shown. We can see that the maximum value for all the
particle species is ∼8%.
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Figure 6.9: Overall systematic errors (due to the track selection, the PID
procedure and the matching efficiency) for negative (dotted line) and positive
(line) pions (red), kaons (blue) and protons (green).
In Fig. 6.10 the final TOF spectra (already shown in Fig. 6.6) are reported
with both the statistical (stat) and the systematical (syst) errors (combined
as
√
(syst)2 + (stat)2).
Checks on the fit function
To prove the robustness of the TOF results, I checked the dependence of
the raw spectra on the fit function shape. In addition, I checked if the raw
spectra obtained analyzing all the tracks together are compatible with the
ones obtained analyzing the two samples of tracks with and without the t0TOF
separately. For these purposes, I analyzed the same sample of events fitting
the ∆ti distribution of the whole sample of tracks, regardless the availability
of the t0TOF , with three functions f
′(x) each of which defined by a gaussian
term and two exponential tails, one on each end side of the gaussian function:
x ≤ x+ t or x ≥ x− tsx→ f ′(x) = Gaus(x, x, σ) (6.5)
x > x+ t→ f ′(x) = Gaus(x+ t, x, σ)× Exp(−s(x− t− x))
x < x− tsx → f ′(x) = Gaus(x− tsx, x, σ)×Exp(−ssx(x+ tsx − x))
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Figure 6.10: TOF spectra of negative (left) and positive (right) pions (red),
kaons (blue) and protons (green) corrected for the matching and tracking
efficiency. The error bars correspond to the combination of the statistical
(stat) and systematical (syst) uncertainties (
√
(syst)2 + (stat)2).
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Each function f ′(x) has 6 parameters: the mean (x) and the sigma (σ) of the
gaussian shape, the tails (t and tsx) that are the points where the exponential
tails start and their slopes (s and ssx). t and s are the tail and the slope of
the exponential tail on the right-end side of the gaussian shape while tsx and
ssx are the tail and the slope of the exponential tail on the left-end side.
Also in this case the exponential tails are supposed to have the same slope
for the signal and the backgrounds due to the other two species. In Fig.
6.11, Fig. 6.12 and Fig. 6.13 an example of the fit for the pion, kaon and
proton mass hypothesis is reported. In Fig. 6.14 the ratio between the raw
spectra obtained fitting separately the two sub-sample of tracks using as fit
functions a gaussian term and an exponential tail (see $5.3.1), and fitting all
the tracks together using as fit functions a gaussian term and two exponential
tails is shown. It can be seen that the difference is less than 5% except for
few pt regions for kaons and protons where the f
′(x) functions are not able
to accurately describe the data.
piexp, -t0-tTOFt
-1000 -500 0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500
10
210
310
<2.6
t
2.5<p
Data
Total Fit
 Signalpi
K Background
p Background
Figure 6.11: tTOF −t0−texp,pi distribution for all tracks. The 2.50 < pt < 2.60
GeV/c interval was considered. The red line corresponds to the fit of the
signal, while the dotted blue and green lines are the fits to the background.
Each fit function consists of a gaussian part and two exponential tails one on
each side.
We have hence shown how the TOF results are stable with respect to the
shape of the fit function and with respect to fitting all the tracks together
regardless of which time-zero is present or the samples of tracks with and
without t0TOF separately.
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Figure 6.12: tTOF−t0−texp,K distribution for all tracks. The 2.50 < pt < 2.60
GeV/c interval was considered. The red line corresponds to the fit of the
signal, while the dotted blue and green lines are the fits to the background.
Each fit function consists of a gaussian part and two exponential tails one on
each side.
 (ps)exp, p-t0-tTOFt
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Figure 6.13: tTOF −t0−texp,p distribution for all tracks. The 3.20 < pt < 3.40
GeV/c interval was considered. The red line corresponds to the fit of the
signal, while the dotted green line is the fit to the background. Each fit
function consists of a gaussian part and two exponential tails one on each
side. We notice that, since in this momentum range pions and kaons can not
be distinguished, I considered the background as made of only one single
distribution.
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Figure 6.14: Ratios between the raw spectra obtained fitting the two sub-
sample of tracks with three functions defined by a gaussian term plus an
exponential tail and fitting all the tracks together with three functions con-
sisting of a gaussian term plus two exponential tails.
6.3 TOF spectra: particle ratios and Monte
Carlo comparison
The transverse momentum spectra in pp collisions provide a useful refer-
ence to tune Monte Carlo models. In Fig. 6.15, 6.16 and 6.17 the transverse
momentum spectra of negative pions, kaons and protons reconstructed us-
ing the TOF PID are compared with the predictions of the most updated
tunes of the Pythia event generator [76] and with Phojet [77]. The spectra
are normalized to the number of inelastic collisions that is the sum of non
diffractive, single-diffractive and double-diffractive interactions1. We can see
that all the Monte Carlo generators do not provide a satisfactory description
of the data. The one that reproduces the data in the best way is the Perugia
tune (named Perugia 2011) which takes into account some of the first LHC
results obtained from the analysis of pp collisions at
√
s = 0.9 and 7 TeV
(e.g. multiplicity measurements and results on strange barion production).
In detail, the Perugia 2011 tune is able to give a reasonable description of
the K− spectrum over the whole pt range and of the p spectrum for pt > 1
GeV/c. However, it deviates by ∼25% from the measured pi− spectrum. The
1For details on the normalization procedure see [78].
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same conclusions can be drawn looking at the comparison between the Monte
Carlo predictions and the measured spectra of positive pions, kaons and pro-
tons, (not reported here).
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Figure 6.15: Top: comparison between the pi− spectrum reconstructed using
the TOF PID in pp collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV and the predictions of the most
updated event generators. Both statistical and systematical errors are shown.
Bottom: ratios between the Monte Carlo predictions and the measured spec-
trum.
In Fig. 6.18 the (K++K−)/(pi++pi−) ratio derived from the TOF spectra
for pp collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV (red markers) is shown as a function of pt. As
a comparison, the predictions from the same Monte Carlo generators shown
in the previous figures are reported. As expected, they are not able to give
a reasonable description of the data, which lie above than any Monte Carlo
prediction. In addition, the K/pi ratio obtained from the ALICE spectra
analysis of pp collisions at
√
s = 0.9 TeV (violet markers, see [75]) is shown.
For pt < 1.3 GeV/c the K/pi ratio is independent from the collision energy
while at higher momenta some differences are present. One should have in
mind that, in the
√
s = 0.9 TeV analysis, results in the high pt region were
based on a very limited statistics. Nevertheless, further checks are ongoing
to understand the origin of the discrepancy.
In Fig. 6.19 the (p + p)/(pi+ + pi−) ratio derived from the TOF spectra
for pp collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV (red markers) is shown as a function of pt.
In addition, the p/pi ratio obtained from the ALICE spectra analysis of pp
collisions at
√
s = 0.9 TeV (violet markers) (see [75]) and the Monte Carlo
generators predictions at 7 TeV are reported. As far as the dependency on
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Figure 6.16: Top: comparison between the K− spectrum reconstructed using
the TOF PID in pp collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV and the predictions of the most
updated event generators. Both statistical and systematical errors are shown.
Bottom: ratios between the Monte Carlo predictions and the measured spec-
trum.
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Figure 6.17: Top: comparison between the p spectrum reconstructed using
the TOF PID in pp collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV and the predictions of the most
updated event generators. Both statistical and systematical errors are shown.
Bottom: ratios between the Monte Carlo predictions and the measured spec-
trum.
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Figure 6.18: (K++K−)/(pi++pi−) ratio as a function of pt for pp collisions at√
s = 7 TeV (red markers) and
√
s = 0.9 TeV (violet markers). For
√
s = 7
TeV data, both statistical and systematical uncertainties are shown, while
for
√
s = 0.9 TeV data only the statistical ones are reported. The dashed
and dotted curves refer to different Monte Carlo generators predictions.
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the energy of the system is concerned, one can see that the
√
s = 0.9 TeV
p/pi ratio is higher than the one obtained from
√
s = 7 TeV data, being the
difference rather constant for pt > 1.2 GeV/c. Comparing with Monte Carlo
results, one can see that at present, as it was for K/pi, the p/pi ratio can
not be described in a satisfactory way by any Monte Carlo prediction, as
expected.
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Figure 6.19: (p + p)/(pi+ + pi−) ratio as a function of pt for pp collisions at√
s = 7 TeV (red markers) and
√
s = 0.9 TeV (violet markers). For
√
s = 7
TeV data, both statistical and systematical uncertainties are shown, while
for
√
s = 0.9 TeV data only the statistical ones are reported. The dashed
and dotted curves refer to different Monte Carlo generators predictions.
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6.4 The ALICE spectra results
As mentioned before, in the ALICE collaboration, the identified transverse
momentum spectra analysis is based not only on TOF, but makes use also
of other PID detectors, techniques and tracking that are complementary to
the TOF analysis in terms of momentum coverage. To extend the identi-
fied spectra on a wider pt range, four independent analyses were performed.
Namely:
• the so-called ITSsa analysis based on a nσ cut method applied on the
ITS dE/dx signal. It uses only ITS stand-alone tracks (see $3.2) to
extend the spectra reconstruction at low pt;
• the so-called ITSTPC analysis based on an unfolding method on the
ITS dE/dx signal. It uses global tracks (see $3.2);
• the so-called TPCTOF analysis based on a nσ cut method on both the
TPC dE/dx signal and the TOF time signal. It uses global tracks;
• the so-called TOF analysis based on an unfolding method on the TOF
time signal, as already described in this thesis. It uses global tracks.
In Tab. 6.1 the momentum coverage for each spectra analysis and each par-
ticle species is summarized.
pt ranges (GeV/c)
ITSsa ITSTPC TPCTOF TOF
pi 0.1-0.5 0.2-0.55 0.2-1.2 0.5-2.5
K 0.2-0.5 0.25-0.5 0.25-1.2 0.5-2.5
p 0.3-0.55 0.4-0.85 0.45-1.7 0.8-4.0
Table 6.1: Momentum coverage for each ALICE spectra analysis.
In Fig. 6.20 the comparison between the primary pi+ spectra obtained
independently by the four analyses is shown. The spectra are normalized to
the number of analyzed events and both systematical and statistical errors
(
√
(syst)2 + (stat)2) are reported. As it can be seen from the bottom panels,
where the ratios between the spectra from the different analyses are drawn
using the TPCTOF one as a reference, the results are compatible within the
errors in the pt overlapping regions within 4%
2.
2We remind here that the primary particles are those directly produced in the collisions
including the products of strong and electromagnetic decays but excluding weak decays of
strange particles.
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Figure 6.20: Comparison between the most updated pi+ spectra obtained in-
dependently by the ITSsa, ITSTPC, TPCTOF, TOF analyses in logarithmic
(top) and linear (bottom) scale. The spectra are normalized to the number of
analyzed events. Both systematical and statistical errors (
√
(syst)2 + (stat)2)
are reported.
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The same comparisons for primary K+, p, pi−, K− and p spectra are re-
ported in Fig. 6.21, Fig. 6.22, Fig. 6.23, Fig. 6.24, and Fig. 6.25. Also for
these spectra the results are compatible within the errors in the pt overlap-
ping regions within less that 6%
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Figure 6.21: Comparison between the most updated K+ spectra obtained
independently by the ITSsa, ITSTPC, TPCTOF, TOF analyses in logarith-
mic (left) and linear (right) scale. Both systematical and statistical errors
(
√
(syst)2 + (stat)2) are reported.
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Figure 6.22: Comparison between the most updated p spectra obtained in-
dependently by the ITSsa, ITSTPC, TPCTOF, TOF analyses in logarith-
mic (left) and linear (right) scale. Both systematical and statistical errors
(
√
(syst)2 + (stat)2) are reported.
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Figure 6.23: Comparison between the most updated pi− spectra obtained
independently by the ITSsa, ITSTPC, TPCTOF, TOF analyses in logarith-
mic (left) and linear (right) scale. Both systematical and statistical errors
(
√
(syst)2 + (stat)2) are reported.
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Figure 6.24: Comparison between the most updated K− spectra obtained
independently by the ITSsa, ITSTPC, TPCTOF, TOF analyses in logarith-
mic (left) and linear (right) scale. Both systematical and statistical errors
(
√
(syst)2 + (stat)2) are reported.
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Figure 6.25: Comparison between the most updated p spectra obtained in-
dependently by the ITSsa, ITSTPC, TPCTOF, TOF analyses in logarith-
mic (left) and linear (right) scale. Both systematical and statistical errors
(
√
(syst)2 + (stat)2) are reported.
Thanks to the fact that the spectra from the ITSsa, ITSTPC, TPCTOF
and TOF analyses agree within the errors, they can be combined to cover the
widest pt range. This combination of spectra in pp collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV
was already done with the first preliminary ALICE results shown at the 2011
Quark Matter conference (23-28 May 2011 Annecy, France). Since the TOF
spectra analysis was not yet finalized, the TOF pt coverage was limited to a
safe region, that was pt < 1.6 GeV/c for pions and kaons and pt < 2.5 GeV/c
for protons. Small differences with respect to the most updated spectra shown
in the previous figures were present also for the other analyses. However, the
current and Quark Matter spectra are compatible within errors.
In Fig. 6.26 the combined spectra shown at Quark Matter obtained av-
eraging the four independent analyses using the systematic errors as weights
are shown for negative (top) and positive (bottom) particles.
The combined spectra were fitted with the Le´vy-Tsallis function ([79]):
d2N
dptdy
= pt
dN
dy
(n− 1)(n− 2)
nC(nC +m0(n− 2))
(
1 +
mt −m0
nC
)−n
(6.6)
where C, n and the yield dN/dy are the parameters of the fit. This function
is able to describe the data within few percent. For this reason it was used
to extract the total yields and the mean pt (< pt >). As it can be seen, the
pt coverage at the time of the Quark Matter conference was 0.1 < pt < 1.6
GeV/c for pions, 0.2 < pt < 1.6 GeV/c for kaons and 0.3 < pt < 2.5 GeV/c
for protons.
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Figure 6.26: Minimum-Bias combined transverse momenutm spectra for pos-
itive (top) and negative (bottom) pions, kaons and protons in pp collisions
at
√
s = 7 TeV shown at the Quark Matter conference. The fits to the data
with the Le´vy-Tsallis function are reported.
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With the latest results, a better agreement within the analyses was reached
and the pt coverage extended up to pt = 2.5 GeV/c for pions and kaons and
up to pt = 4.0 GeV/c for protons. Anyway, this results are still in the pro-
cess of being finalized and their combination is still ongoing. For this reason
hereafter I will show the results on integrated K/pi and p/pi ratios and on
< pt > that were obtained with the preliminary spectra shown at the Quark
Matter conference (see [80] and [81]).
In Fig. 6.27 the ratio of integrated yields K/pi is shown for different colli-
sion energies. This ratio does not seem to vary going from the 0.9 TeV (see
[75]) to the 7 TeV ALICE data, while at lower centre-of-mass energies it
shows a slight increase.
In Fig. 6.28 the p/pi ratio is shown for separate charges to point out how
the baryon/antibaryon asymmetry vanishes at the LHC energy (as already
reported in [82]) leading to a constant value of about 0.05.
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Figure 6.27: K/pi integrated yield ratios in pp collisions as a function of the
collision energy.
In Fig. 6.29 the mean pt for pi, K and p at different collision energies is
reported. An increase as a function of the mass of the particles is visible.
Moreover, as one can seen, the < pt > increases with the collision energy
hinting at the fact that harder spectra are created at higher energies.
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Conclusions
In this thesis the analysis to reconstruct the transverse momentum (pt) spec-
tra for pions, kaons and protons identified with the TOF detector of the
ALICE experiment in pp Minimum Bias collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV was re-
ported.
After a detailed description of all the parameters which influence the
TOF PID performance (time resolution, calibration, alignment, matching
efficiency, time-zero of the event) the method used to identify the particles,
the unfolding procedure, was discussed. With this method, thanks also to the
excellent TOF performance, the pion and kaon spectra can be reconstructed
in the 0.5 < pt < 2.5 GeV/c range, while the protons can be measured in
the interval 0.8 < pt < 4.0 GeV/c. To prove the robustness of these results,
a comparison with the spectra obtained with a more traditional approach, a
3σ cut PID procedure, was reported, showing an agreement within 5%. In
addition, the estimation of the systematic uncertainties (related to the track
selection, the PID procedure and the matching efficiency), was described.
The reported spectra provide very useful information to tune the Monte
Carlo generators that, as was shown, are not able to describe pi, K and
p production over the full momentum range. The same limitation for the
theoretical models in describing the data was observed when comparing with
the Monte Carlo predictions the K/pi and p/pi ratios, as obtained with the
TOF analysis.
Finally, the comparison between the TOF results and the spectra ob-
tained with analyses that use other ALICE PID detectors and techniques
to extend the identified spectra to a wider pt range was reported, showing
an agreement within 6%. Since all these ALICE analyses on the identified
spectra are compatible within the errors, they were combined and fitted with
a Le´vy-Tsallis function to extract the total yields and the mean pt. These
results represent a fundamental reference for the understanding of Pb-Pb
data.
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